Simple in line—modern in effect—rich in character—these Thorp Elevator Enclosures add a striking note of beauty to the lobby of the new Film Exchange Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Familiar with the importance of the elevator door to the appearance and character of the lobby as a whole Larson and McLaren, architects, commissioned Thorp to handle the execution of their design. The doors are of Thorp tubular construction with cast ornamental mouldings. Noiseless continuous guides kill light strikes at the bottom. Hollow metal frames and trim were used. The finish is stippled bronze.
A complete R-W installation . . . .
FoldeR-Way equipment and
R-W compound
Key Veneered Doors

This is a "de luxe" partition door installation, and it is a complete R-W job throughout. It enables two or more small rooms to be thrown open into one large room; makes possible the large room to be quickly converted into several small ones . . . quickly, easily, noiselessly.

R-W FoldeR-Way equipment folds and slides partition doors to either side. This equipment operates smoothly and gives continued trouble-free service. Every inch of space is utilized and every architectural need is met by FoldeR-Way equipment.

Consult an R-W engineer about any type of doorway problem. No door is too large or too small for R-W service. Write today for Catalog No. 43.

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.
"A HANGER FOR ANY DOOR THAT SLIDES"
AURORA, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

Branches: New York Chicago Boston Philadelphia Cleveland Cincinnati
Indianapolis St. Louis New Orleans Des Moines Minneapolis Kansas City
Los Angeles San Francisco Omaha Seattle Detroit Atlanta
IN THE
CONSTRUCTION
of the group of Buildings, Viaducts,
and other structures in the vast
CLEVELAND TERMINAL
project was manufactured at the
Ambridge Plant of
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL STRUCTURES
OF ALL CLASSES
General Offices—71 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Contracting Offices at:
New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Duluth,
Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Denver.
Pacific Coast Distributor:
Columbia Steel Company
San Francisco, Calif. Los Angeles, Calif. Portland, Ore
Seattle, Wash. Honolulu, T. H.

H. D. Jouett, Chief Engineer, The Cleveland Union Terminals Co.
In Memphis on Raymond Concrete Piles

WHERE foundations must be reliable—where the reputation of Architect and Engineer and the profit of the Owner depend on what supports the building—so many Architects, Engineers and Owners agree on Raymond Concrete Piles in so many cities that the evidence of their value is overwhelming.

"A Form for Every Pile—A Pile for Every Purpose"

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE COMPANY
NEW YORK: 140 Cedar St.  CHICAGO: 111 West Monroe St.
Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Montreal, Canada
Branches in Principal Cities
The Speech that Teamwork Built

Architect and Acoustic Engineer help speaker put it over...

The speaker rises. Every word he says carries—to every part of the room. People in the rear seats hear with front row ease.

Teamwork does it. Teamwork between the architect and an acoustic engineer in planning rooms where every person can hear, and in the proper installation of Public Address equipment.

The Western Electric Public Address System acts as a miniature interior broadcasting station. It widens the hearing circle, transmits speech, music and entertainment. It is included in specifications for schools, hotels, hospitals, clubs, auditoriums, and public buildings.

Western Electric acoustic engineers are always ready to consult with architects at the planning stage and at the stage of actual installation.
ITS NEW FLATNESS MEANS CLEARER VISION

YOUR first glance at Pennvernon Window Glass shows you its surprising freedom from old-time waviness, streaks and other defects so long associated with window glass. Take a sheet of it in your hands—look at it as well as through it. Its difference from ordinary glass—its new quality—new flatness and brilliance, are strikingly apparent. The test is worth your while. And samples are readily available at the warehouses of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. There’s one conveniently located in every leading city.

Write for the new Pennvernon booklet, explaining and picturing the new process that makes flatter, brighter, better glass—at no higher cost. Address Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ARCHITECTS and engineers who may be faced with any unusual problems involving the use of pipe, conduit or steel sheets are urged to take advantage of The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company's "Steel Consulting Service."

Every district sales office is manned by a staff of steel trained counsellors —specialists in steel—whose advice can be accepted as authoritative on any problems relating to these products. The services of these experts are available upon request, at no cost, and without the slightest obligation whatsoever. Offices are maintained in principal cities, strategically located throughout the country, so that this service may be immediately available to the profession everywhere.

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY
One of the oldest manufacturers of copper-steel, under the well-known and established trade name "Copperoid"

General Offices—Youngstown, Ohio

DISTRICT SALES OFFICES

ATLANTA—Healey Bldg.
BOSTON—80 Federal St.
BUFFALO—
Liberty Bank Bldg.
CHICAGO—Conway Bldg.
CINCINNATI—Union Trust Bldg.
CLEVELAND—Terminal Tower Bldg.
DALLAS—Magnolia Bldg.
DENVER—Continental Oil Bldg.
DITKOIT—Fisher Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Commerce Bldg.
MEMPHIS—P. O. Box 462
MINNEAPOLIS—Andrus Bldg.
NEW ORLEANS—Hibernia Bldg.
NEW YORK—30 Church St.
PHILADELPHIA—Franklin Trust Bldg.
PITTSBURGH—Oliver Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO—55 New Montgomery St.
SEATTLE—Central Bldg.
ST. LOUIS—525 Loudeman Building
YOUNGSTOWN—Stambaugh Bldg.

LONDON REPRESENTATIVE—The Youngstown Steel Products Co., Dashwood House, Old Broad St.
London, E. C. England

GALVANIZED SHEETS PROTECT :: :: SAVE WITH STEEL
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Midland Terra Cotta Company

105 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois

Always a sign of quality Terra Cotta
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Skyscraper efficiency in home heating

GREAT modern skyscraper buildings brought new and far more exacting requirements for heating engineers to solve. Tenants demanded ideal comfort. Profit margins called for strictest economy. Failure or waste in heating simply could not be tolerated.

To completely meet these demands, Pacific Welded Steel Boilers were developed. Always dependable, supplying heat always adequate, at the lowest cost for fuel, they have proved their merit in hundreds of the largest and finest buildings in America.

Now, the same high efficiency at low cost is offered to homes by the new Pacific Red Crest. In it is found the durable welded steel construction, the scientific heat engineering, that has given leadership to Pacific boilers for larger buildings.

Added to these is the beauty of a handsome jacket of red and blue enamel on steel, a fuel saving blanket of thick rock wool insulation, and the compactness required in a home heating boiler.

Here, in brief, is a boiler that brings skyscraper efficiency to home heating.

PACIFIC STEEL BOILER CORPORATION
General Offices: Detroit, Michigan
Factories: Waukegan, Ill.; Bristol, Pa.
Sales Offices in 58 Cities
Division of the United States Radiator Corp., Detroit, Mich.

Pacific Boilers and Capitol Radiators make a logical combination
BETTER masonry at less cost has made Brixment the world's largest-selling mason's cement:

1. It costs less than the portland and lime required to make an equal amount of mortar.
2. No soaking, no slaking. Ready to mix by hand or machine.
3. Saves bricklayer's time because it's easier to spread and sticks to the headjoint; its unusual plasticity and convenient set help him in striking joints.
4. Reduces labor in cleaning down the wall because it doesn't slop down over the face of the brick. Louisville Cement Co., Incorporated, Louisville, Kentucky.

CEMENT MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1830

BRIXMENT

for MASONRY and STUCCO
A strikingly similar development traces the history of architecture—the development from piled-up blocks of stone to the vaunting skyscrapers that defiantly pierce the skylines of our modern cities.

Buildings of solid masonry soon met a limit in the upward climb made necessary by ever-increasing needs for expansion and advancing values of land. Then came Structural Steel—to create the skyscraper—to carry construction to the almost unbelievable heights to which our modern buildings rise. Steel is ready to serve you—fit and able for the march of architectural progress.

CARNegie Beams
Modern Sections
for Modern Construction
Like a Refrigerator
this home is protected
against outside temperatures

Corkboard Insulation insures
permanent year 'round comfort

JUST as in a well-built refrigerator, . . . corkboard insulation protects the interior of this house on the hottest days. And in the evening, after the sun has beaten madly on the roof all day, second-floor sleeping rooms under cork lined roofs are as cool as those on the first floor.

Next winter too, when cold winds blow lustily, this house, insulated with Armstrong's Corkboard, will be warm and comfortable. In the same way that summer heat is kept out, the warmth of the heating plant is conserved for December comfort. By preventing loss of heat the house is kept warm with a minimum of fuel consumption. A saving, actually large enough to pay the entire cost of insulation, is accomplished in a few years.

This comfort and economy are permanent benefits in houses insulated with corkboard. Armstrong's Corkboard never decays or disintegrates. When you specify Armstrong's Corkboard you assure the full advantages of insulation throughout the life of the building.

Armstrong's Corkboard is made in the correct thickness to give full protection against outside temperatures, winter and summer. Because it is adequate insulation, corkboard gives the greatest comfort and fuel saving for each dollar invested . . . effects the largest practicable saving of heat in proportion to the cost of the insulation.

You will find valuable information in our illustrated book, "Armstrong's Corkboard Insulation for Walls and Roofs of Buildings." Essential details of modern insulation and the structural strength and fire-retarding values of corkboard are thoroughly covered. We suggest that you write for this book. It will help you in making recommendations and cost estimates. Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, 936 Concord St., Lancaster, Penna.

Armstrong's Corkboard Insulation

FOR THE WALLS AND ROOFS OF COMFORTABLE HOMES
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The popularity of Webster Type “R” System with architects, heating contractors and building owners in the United States is being duplicated in outstanding centers abroad.

This fine new building of the Banco Central de Chile in Santiago, Chile, is just one more proof. After two seasons of operation the heating engineers and contractors now write:

“The Webster Type “R” System Equipment installed by us in the Banco Central de Chile Building has worked out satisfactorily.”

Webster Type “R” Systems and Vacuum Systems continue to grow in favor with leading architects, engineers and heating contractors because they answer the new problems of oil and gas fuel, and light-weight radiation with complete success. Regardless of the location and type of building you are planning, let the nearest Webster Branch Office tell you how you can have a 1930 model heating system. If you are located outside the United States, address your inquiry to the Home Office at Camden, New Jersey.
The Standard Association Symbol - rolled on rail steel reinforcing bars produced by the member mills listed below, positively identifies material meeting quality requirements of specification A16-14 of the American Society for Testing Materials — a standard grade reinforcement universally recognized and having a background of twenty years successful use in the world’s finest concrete structures. Architects and engineers can specify this mark as an assurance of standard certified quality.

Buffalo Steel Company  .  .  Tonawanda, N. Y.
Calumet Steel Company  .  .  Chicago, Ill.
Connors Steel Company  .  .  Birmingham, Ala.
Franklin Steel Works  .  .  Franklin, Pa.
Laclede Steel Company  .  .  St. Louis, Mo.
Missouri Rolling Mill Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.
Pollak Steel Company  .  .  Cincinnati, Ohio
West Virginia Rail Company, Huntington, W. Va.

Mills in Canada:
Burlington Steel Company Limited  .  Hamilton
Canadian Tube and Steel Products Ltd., Montreal

For further information write
Rail Steel Bar Association, Builders Bldg., Chicago
Again Best Bros. keep step with progress! A new product of merit . . . FAST FINISH Keene’s Cement . . . is now ready to save time and work. Ready to produce plastering of a quality such as only genuine Best Bros. Keene’s Cement will accomplish. Best Bros. FAST FINISH Keene’s Cement needs no admixtures. Used with good aged lime-putty, it will set up fast enough for finish troweling without waiting.

FAST FINISH sacrifices none of the characteristics of Best Bros. Keene’s Cement. It produces the same durable, perfect ceilings and walls for which Best Bros. Keene’s "Regular" Cement has, for more than 40 years, been famous. This fast-working gypsum cement is readily adaptable to all types of modern interior finishes and color effects. It assures that speed for which users of Keene’s Cement have long waited. BEST BROS. KEENE’S CEMENT CO.—1060 West 2nd Ave., Medicine Lodge, Kans. Sales Offices in: New York, Chicago, Toledo, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta, Philadelphia.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

We invite you to write for literature containing full particulars about this pure gypsum FAST FINISH Keene’s Cement.
GULF BUILDING, HOUSTON, TEXAS

FRAMEWORK OF BETHLEHEM WIDE-FLANGE STRUCTURAL SHAPES

BETHLEHEM FOR SEPTEMBER 1930
Seeley Winters Mudd Memorial Hall of Philosophy, University of Southern California. R.C. Flewelling, architect; R. Westcott Co., general contractor; Geo. White, brick work contractor; French & Melone, roofing tile contractors.

Cash Slone

Made with Atlas White Portland Cement

ATLAS WHITE portland cement was used here to carry out the sculptural designs of this portal. Note the sharpness of detail obtained with this pure white cast stone.

ATLAS WHITE portland cement was used here for brick mortar and for mortar used in setting tile roof. Mortar obtained with Atlas White is pure white, non-staining and durable.

ATLAS WHITE portland cement was used here for making the cast stone of the walls and steps.

Jobs like this—where Atlas White portland cement is used to secure beautiful or unusual effects—are the finest salesmen for you and your work. Booklets telling the many uses of Atlas White will be sent on request. Just use the coupon.

Universal Atlas Cement Co.
208 South La Salle Street, Chicago

Please send me the following booklets:

☐ Mortar  ☐ Stucco  ☐ Terrazzo

Name

Address

City  State  A.A.-626

Universal Atlas Cement Co.
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
Concrete for Permanence

OFFICES IN: Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Newark, Albany, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Columbus, Minneapolis, Duluth, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha, Oklahoma City, Birmingham and Waco.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
The Chrysler Building is the subject of this month's cover and also of an article by Kenneth Murchison in this issue. Ernest Born, the artist for the cover, made his sketch from the east side of the building, taking his stand between First and Second Avenue on Forty-second St.

At the Forty-fifth Annual Exhibition of the Architectural League of New York, 1930, Mr. Born was awarded the Birch Long Memorial Prize for Rendering in consideration of his fine drawings, sound knowledge of composition and skill in presentation. He is a native of San Francisco and is at present connected with the architectural office of Gehron and Ross, New York City.

Next Month

ADVERTISING—The vice president of a leading advertising agency tells architects what they ought to know about advertising architecture.

SPECIFICATIONS—How the specification writer can make better buildings possible.

DEVON—A story of this lovely country in England and its quaint cottages.

ECONOMICS—An analysis of the money saved by good construction.
A MESSAGE TO ARCHITECTS FROM THE
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

A Solution to the Difficult Problems in Architectural Acoustics

WHILE the problems in Architectural Acoustics have always been perplexing, the demand for comfortable noise levels has grown so rapidly that many architects realize, more than in the past, the need for an organization which can take full responsibility for the acoustical phases of its assignments.

Through the creation of many types of acoustical materials and methods of application and through the development of a competent staff of experts—as well as through the maintenance of skillful installation crews—the United States Gypsum Company has endeavored to make an exact science of what were once vague theories and unreliable opinions.

The result is that the United States Gypsum Company is well prepared to counsel with you on all acoustical problems. We are in a position impartially to prescribe the type of material best suited to the job, to complete the installation in accordance with the specifications and to assure the specified results.

For jobs requiring reduction or complete elimination in the transmission of noise from one room to another, the USG System of Sound Insulation and USG Insulative Doors are employed. For the absorption of noise within the room in which it is created and for the correction of acoustical conditions in auditoriums, churches, theatres, and other public buildings, Sabinite Acoustical Plaster, or Acoustone, the USG Acoustical Tile, is usually prescribed.

Acoustone is a scientific sound-absorbent—light in weight and possessing a texture that resembles travertine. It is easily and quickly installed on new or old walls and ceilings without interruption to business. Supplied in a wide variety of shades, shapes and sizes, it readily lends itself to any architectural or decorative scheme.

Samples of Acoustone, a description of its uses as well as an explanation of the cooperation which is available to you on any problem in Architectural Acoustics, will be sent upon request. Please address the United States Gypsum Company, Dept. 26N, 300 West Adams St., Chicago.

ACOUSTONE
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IN THE LANGUAGE OF

The Man-in-the-Street

By BENJAMIN F. BETTS, A.I.A.

S
aving a client money may appear to be an incorrect approach to architecture. To the man who builds, however, it is of great importance. It is a factor that is of prime consideration to him. Every architect knows that the first question asked by the average client is, "What is it going to cost?" The client wants a good building and would like to save money. That is human nature, particularly in this age when there are so many other demands upon his pocket book.

Laymen may not understand beauty, scale, proportion, and what is good or bad architecture but they do understand good business and know when they have saved money. It is a language that few men do not understand. In talking to the layman it is decidedly important to use his own language and to seek his own point of view.

It is true that savings effected for the owner by the architect are not always apparent. But when concealed work requires repairs or replacement the owner is quick to realize that money was not saved in the right place.

Architects are agents of owners and are intrusted with the expenditure of a large volume of money yearly. It is incumbent upon practitioners to advise their clients wisely in the expenditure of this money. Saving money for a client does not necessarily mean a reduction in first cost of the structure. For through the use of cheap materials and inferior workmanship the first cost can often be made ridiculously small. At times this method of saving money may be justified. In general it is poor economy, for the owner must eventually pay for good construction. There is no way to "beat the building game."

Saving money for a client is not commonly emphasized as a function of the architect. It is, nevertheless, one of his duties and one that can be used to impress the public with the value of architectural service. The public too long has viewed the fee paid an architect as an expense to be avoided if possible. This idea should and can be dispelled.

Because the American Architect believes in the weight attached to this question it has begun a movement to collect data from the personal experiences of architects. These experiences can be utilized where necessary to prove to prospective clients and others that architectural service is not an expense and that in many, many instances it has been an unforeseen economy. When this is thoroughly understood by the public, fewer buildings will be erected without the supervision of a capable architect.

So on the following pages . . .
WHY It Pays to

8 cases that show how an

for a client and give

More House for Less Money

- A firm of architects retained by a southern sub-division development company recently had occasion to refuse an owner permission to build a small house due to its exterior design. The house had been designed by a contractor and was to be built for $9,000. An architect redesigned the house; gave the owner larger bed rooms; greatly improved the exterior appearance of the house, and, with no decrease in the convenience of the plan, cut the cost to $7,250.—Case No. 1.

Redesigning Saved $2,000

- An owner of a property went to an architect with a set of plans for a small store building. The plans had been prepared by a contractor who had agreed to erect the building for $7,000. The structural design of steel and wood framing was not economically arranged. The architect redesigned the framework of the building and the street facade of the store. The cost was reduced to $5,750.—Case No. 2.

Architect Adds Space Without Cost

- A multi-story garage building required foundations to rock. Test borings showed rock at a depth that would give an extra storage floor below the curb level by removing all earth down to rock. The architect found that this floor could be added for the cost of excavating by hand the deep holes required for the columns alone. This same architect found that through care in detailing and studying conditions ten per cent of the estimated cost of a large office building could be saved without changing the design or materials of construction.

In designing a gymnasium building, the careful study of existing grades permitted an increased area being added to the building without increasing the cost of construction.—Case No. 3.

Saving Architect's Fee Cost $10,000

- An architect located in Wisconsin was commissioned to remodel a church building. He was provided with a program and told to proceed without regard for the cost. Plans were completed and accepted by the building committee. The lowest bid received was $21,400. The committee decided that it would complete at that time only as much of the remodeling as could be done for $10,000.

At this point a member of the congregation produced a new sketch plan for altering the church and argued that his plan built by day labor would result in marked savings in the cost of the work. This member, with all his good intentions, carried the majority of the committee and they decided to follow his advice.

Before the work was completed difficulties in construction were encountered that the layman advisor had not foreseen. By the time the building had been put into usable condition the committee had obligated the congregation to $22,700 and required $8,000 more to make possible the completion of the work.

Had this building committee followed their architect’s advice it would have saved about $10,000 and would have, at the same time, secured the needed building with less effort.—Case No. 4.

Built for $2,000 Less

- A city in Florida needed a new fire station. The committee in charge requested several contractors to submit plans and estimates. The lowest bid was $13,200; others ran as high as $15,000. Owing to the variation
Consult an Architect

architect can save money him a better building

Have you ever saved a client money? E. Benjamin B. Bates, A.I.A.

A man in Buffalo, New York, purchased a fine factory building. Engineering studies showed that a saving of $7,500 could be made. A depression of 10 per cent was estimated. The saving was accomplished and an architect's fee was charged. The house was a brick building. The architect specified a brick he had selected from the brick yards, selected a more suitable brick that saved $14,000. The architect's fee was $4,400; making a total of $62,400.

This owner now has a house that is the same size as those sold by the development company for $75,000. It is a better house both structurally and architecturally. It cost him $12,600 less.—Case No. 6.

Architects Saved 8%

- A club in Detroit appropriated $54,000 to construct a club house. The architects took a large number of general and sub-contract bids. Three bids were below $50,000. The architects considered these bids to be too low to produce a satisfactory job. A contractor who bid $52,000 was selected to do the work. A meeting was called at the architects' office which included the general contractor and his sub-contractors. Suggestions for reducing the cost of the structure were requested at this meeting. This resulted in minor changes being made without impairing the usefulness of the building and reduced the cost to $50,000. The building was completed for eight per cent less than the original appropriation.

The architects on this building saved the owners 2% above their fee of 6 per cent. The work was done during a period when contractors were busy and were figuring on a good profit for themselves.—Case No. 7.

Right Materials Saved Money

- Engineers in cooperation with a contractor designed a factory building. The owner engaged a firm of architects to modify the engineers' drawings and to direct the selection of materials. The engineers and the contractor had determined on brick costing $25 per thousand for the exterior walls. The architects, after visiting several brick yards, selected a more suitable brick that saved $7.50 per thousand. The saving in this one item amounted to about $3,750. Savings on other items were sufficient to pay for the architectural service rendered. Minor changes in the design which did not increase the cost of the structure resulted in an improved appearance of the factory.—Case No. 8.
ART IN INDUSTRY must satisfy the most severe and ruthless critic the world has ever known—public taste. Since the public has begun to demand beauty, manufacturers employ the best artists available and art in industry has made tremendous strides.

ART IN ARCHITECTURE has made little effort to develop the critical standards of the man in the street and, through honest criticism, to teach him to discriminate and appreciate. Has this caused a stagnation of artistic talent in architecture, particularly when compared to the great progress made by art in industry? Are the outstanding buildings of today less beautiful than those of yesterday?

ARCHITECTURE, particularly today, is in the anomalous position of being at once a business, a profession, and an art. It thus embraces a wide range of activity and involves wide responsibilities. As a business, architecture must function under the same legal forms and acknowledged standards of good practice as any other business; as a profession, it aspires to the same high principles of conduct and social responsibility as other professions; as an art alone, architecture eschews the equivalent responsibility which may be summed up in the word criticism.

Criticism performs, in fact, much the same function in art that codes of ethics and standards of good practice do in a profession. The vast flood of critical literature that accompanies the arts whether in music, the drama, the movies, in painting or sculpture or literature itself, serves merely to stimulate, to appraise, to comprehend, to fashion finer sensibilities and a greater degree of excellence.

The American Institute of Architects has devoted much effort to codifying standards of professional conduct and etiquette; it has said little about standards of taste. The reason is that taste cannot be codified. Art itself creates taste largely through criticism. Criticism might thus be said to be a vital factor in the health of art, and indeed no art could flourish without criticism in some form. Architecture is the only art which has attempted to function without that criticism and it pays the penalty not only in a general public apathy but also in a very low level of architectural taste and understanding even in the profession itself.

The reasons for this negligence are to be found in the triple function of architecture as art, profession and business, on the one hand, and the very real difficulties in the way of significant and disinterested criticism on the other. In so far as building operations represent financial enterprises, it is but natural that any criticism should be looked upon unfavorably by the owners. Yet, in actual operation this attitude is advantageous only in those cases where adverse criticism is most justified. Where architecture is looked upon merely as business it is generally poor architecture and poor business to boot; and it would seem as though the public, which must foot the bill in one form or another, were entitled to the aid...
...why not these?

By Roderick Seidenberg

of disinterested and corrective criticism of this work. It is true that gratuitous comments on the value of a work of architecture may prejudice a public which is none too well informed. The only real protection is to be found in a public opinion that is thoroughly cultivated, which in turn implies a long tradition of freedom of criticism. The theatre, on this score, is in exactly the same position. Yet no one would suggest that plays should not be reviewed or that there should be no critical literature of the drama. No profession or art or even business, for that matter, gains by imitating the ostrich, and certainly it is difficult to see wherein architecture differs from other arts in this respect.

Indeed the need for higher critical standards is perhaps more important in the field of architecture than in any of the other arts. To begin with, the permanence of a work of architecture has no relation to its aesthetic merit. It endures so long as it remains profitable quite irrespective of any other considerations. But even this phase of the matter might not be so serious were architecture a purely private affair. By and large it is possible to avoid the picture one doesn’t like, the books one wouldn’t read, the plays one doesn’t care to see, but how can one possibly avoid the welter of indifferent, if not positively offensive, buildings that constitute our cities? Architecture is a public art in which, as often as not, the worst examples outlast the best. There is no reason, for instance, under the prevailing system of things, why the fine residences that for so many years graced Washington Square, New York, should not give way to the multi-
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THE CHRYSLER BUILDING
as I see it

By Kenneth M. Murchison, F.A.I.A.

Do you or don't you? That is the question. Some do. Some don't. Some think it's a freak; some think it's a stunt. A few think it is positively ugly; others consider it a great feat, a masterpiece, a tour de force.

And I don't mind saying, right out here in the open, that I am in the latter category. To me, it is a very fine achievement. It has great merit; it bespeaks a rich and fertile talent and it represents our modern life, its changing conditions and forces, with more accuracy and clearness than almost anything else in the way of an office building that has lately burst upon the startled vision of the classicists and the columnists.

The Chrysler Building has probably earned more publicity during its short but lurid career than even its own instigators hoped for. And as it is a commercial proposition, embodying the emblazonment of automotive progress, why should the architect have hesitated a moment in being the Ziegfeld of his profession and glorifying American mechanical genius and incidentally, Mr. Chrysler's output of cars and trucks and boats?

The scheme of decoration of this building, inside and out, is based on movement. All the motives used in the enhancement of the pictorial side of the structure are in action. On the thirtieth story, the brickwork wheels revolve under a horizontal mudguard of patterned brick. Just above, the Chrysler radiator emblem raises its silver head; above the emblems, on the thirty-first floor, great eagles of shining metal stick their heads out and look down upon the ceaseless flow of city traffic.

Perhaps, in the futuristic days to come, many a story will be woven about these eagles. They may become as famous as the gargoyles of Notre Dame; they may have rude jokes and whispered innuendoes thrust in their tin ears, just as has happened many a time to the Luckless Lions of the Library! Those lions, with their air of smug complacency, have materially assisted many
FOR SEPTEMBER 1930
a column writer in getting home in time for dinner. There is always a story in the Library Lions—their expression is so ridiculous and so human! The more mixed-up the traffic becomes on Fifth Avenue, the better pleased are the brutes, and yet, on parade days, they seem to be openly sneering at the armed demonstrations unfolded in front of them.

The Chrysler eagles are made of planished steel, as is every other bit of ornament on the building. No terra cotta whatsoever was employed, so, if you read in the papers some day that the architect of the Chrysler Building has suddenly disappeared, the first move of the police will be to go to Trenton or Perth Amboy and look among the retorts for the missing one.

No reveals in the windows of the Chrysler Building, readers. And why should there be? The old days of the Keep and the Moated Grange and the six-foot walls are practically over. The big abutments of the Chanin Building across Lexington Avenue are, in my humble opinion, entirely out of place in an office building. Those adjoining offices would seem to me most difficult to rent, with masonry buttresses leaping out several feet in front of the plane of the window, most successfully cutting off the ventilation and the view up and down the street.

This question of the lack of window reveals will disturb the classicists to no inconsiderable degree. Not only did William Van Alen, the hero of this bedtime story, abandon reveals some time ago (thereby almost getting a stone facade for the cost of a brick front), but the architects of the new Empire State Building, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, are actually projecting all their windows a couple of hair’s-breadths beyond the stone work, just to show their utter and undisguised contempt for old tacets, gadgets and manners.

Then too, the up-to-date and money-grabbing moguls of the real estate profession immediately seized upon this non-reveal discovery of our architects and now measure the rentable office space from the glass surface inwards, not from the face of the wall below. They probably work on the theory that if a draftsman’s arm can project over the end of a drawing board to exactly the number of inches that the window is beyond the wall line, then the tenant should pay for the elbow room!

That theory is a beautiful and well-rounded one except that no architect can probably afford to have an office in the Chrysler Building except its own architect and he is probably only there until the moment when he completes something Bigger and Better.

We now turn for a moment from controversy to physical geography. Mr. William Van Alen, the architect of the Chrysler Building, first turned a lot of people against him by winning the Paris Prize of the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design, way back in 1908. He spent three years in the Atelier Laloux and the Café des Deux Magots, a seat of learning attached to the École des Beaux-Arts by means of both being on the Rue Bonaparte. Van Alen was the only American student who returned from Paris without a box full of architectural books. He foresaw the future. He tingled with the touch of approaching modernism. He threw his pencil compass overboard on the way home.

“No old stuff for me! No bestial copyings of arches and columns and cornices! Me, I’m new! Avanti!”

And so it was! Everything Bill did after he got home had a tinge, or perhaps a twinge, of something differ-

LIKE A GLISTENING MIRROR, the brilliant metal of the tower catches the rays of the sun and is visible for many miles.
A PLAN FULL OF HIGH SPEED ELEVATORS

Twelve hundred feet a minute is ready for immediate delivery when the building code is revised to permit more than seven hundred feet. The plan takes almost every shape that a plan can take, with more consideration being paid to desirable and well lighted office space than mere cubage.
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EVERY WINDOW IS EASY TO SEE OUT OF

*for there are no window reveals or dividing bars. The Chrysler tenant enjoys every inch of view that careful design can make possible*

ent. For instance, he did a shoe store on Madison Avenue. Did he put a lot of inanimate shoes in the show windows? No, indeed. Shoes are never still, or at least, they shouldn't be in this moving age. No, Bill designed a large oval marble frame on the second floor of said shoe shop and put two canny cobblers at work cobbling. He attired them in neat blue Greenwich Village smocks (the kind that architects wrap around their secretaries) and made a new moving picture out of a couple of lasts.

**OUR hero started this particular building project at 42nd Street and Lexington Avenue for a realty operator, one Ex-Senator William H. Reynolds, and moreover started it off with a bang by fixing the height as eighty-eight stories or 1,040 feet, this being arrived at by adding 40 feet to the height of the Eiffel Tower in Paris. Mr. Van Alen could remember the number 40 quite easily because he was 40 years old at the time. At one time it was changed into a 40-story hotel—again you see the fateful number—and just when they were about to change it again along came Mr. Walter P. Chrysler and bought the lease from Ex-Senator Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds sold Mr. Chrysler everything, including the architect. Mr. Chrysler liked everything so much that he cut the building down from 88 to 78 stories and got Mr. Van Alen to change the design of that part of the tower above the 61st story, a change which everyone agrees was a good one.

On the original design, the architect had a top piece which looked for all the world like Governor Smith's famous brown derby. But when that Happy Warrior came along and entered the architectural field by being appointed the head of the Empire State Building, Architect Van Alen took off his Chryslerized brown derby and restored it to its rightful owner, Mr. Smith.

And it was a fortunate thing for the Chrysler Building, this change of lid, because it resulted in a stroke of Van Alen genius in the form of a dome of bright gleaming metal, far above any dome ever before constructed, one on which the sunlight flashes and one which returns on every side the astounding plays of light which Nature alone can furnish. A flaming beacon is in truth the dome of the Chrysler Building and it stands out boldly above the forest of spires already visible in the Grand Central District.

Just before the upper part was finished the widely published race skyward between various skyscrapers was announced. So the Owner pushed the button for the Architect. The Architect was, as usual, waiting outside, on the Owner's door mat.

"Van," said Walter P. Chrysler, "Van, you've just got to get up and do something. It looks as if we're not going to be the highest after all. Think up something. Your valves need grinding. There's a knock in you somewhere. Speed up your carburetor. Go to it!"

No sooner said than done. The architect examined his plans. Right in the center of the tower he found a
POLISHED TO A MIRROR BRIGHTNESS

is the chrome nickel steel which frames the store fronts in the main corridor. The door is of the same metal.

BLACK MARBLE FRAMES A GEOMETRICIAN’S DREAM

Main entrance of the Chrysler Building. The metal is chrome nickel steel, as is the framework of the exterior stores. The entrance on Forty-first Street is similar in design.
CONVENTIONALIZED PINEAPPLES is the term which has been applied to the chrome nickel steel ornaments at the top of the first set-back.

MR. CHRYSLER'S AUTOMOBILES formed the inspiration for the decorative motif running around the top of the last set-back, the four corners carrying a monster Chrysler radiator cap.

fire tower which, to the untutored mind, is nothing more or less than a large hole in a building.

"I will build," mused Bill, "something in that fire tower. Then one of these days, we'll lift the thing up and we won't tell 'em anything about it. And when it's up we'll just be higher, that's all."

So he got hold of his steel engineer, Ralph Squire, and they evolved a modernistic flagpole, of latticed steel, one hundred and eighty feet high and eight feet seven inches wide at the base. They named the thing a "vertex" just because the name hadn't been used before and they had it made in three pieces by those well-known ironmongers, Post and McCord. They hoisted it up in the fire tower and there riveted it together. Then they built a scaffold projecting out from all four sides of the tower, around the hole. One part held the derrick, the rest was for the support of the guys.

The contractors waited with bated breath for a perfectly calm day, with not enough breeze to stir the few remaining hairs on the Architect's own dome. Finally such a morning came and with a 30-ton derrick, they hoisted the 28-ton vertex into place in exactly thirty minutes! The architect and the engineer, watching it from Fifth Avenue and Forty-Second Street, had four sinking spells, continuous vertigo, and three attacks of mal-de-mar during the raising of the vertex and the architect is still a bit shaky when he thinks of what might have happened to the innocent bystanders below.

This vertex immediately made the Chrysler Building (on paper) about one hundred twenty-five feet higher than anything else projected at that time and moved Governor Smith into proposing a dirigible mast for the top of the Empire State Building, followed by publicity pictures of the Governor in Washington showing the Under Secretary for Aviation a diagram of the mast and the reasons why the mast would still stay on the building if the dirigible didn't want it to, and vice-versa and so on.

All the metal that Mr. Van Alen has used on the Chrysler Building is known as KA-2 Steel, Krupp's formula. (You remember Mr. Krupp and his Big Bertha.) The material is made in this country by the Crucible Steel Company, Central Alloy and several others. The sheets were fastened on the dome by being nailed to wood grounds let into "Nailcrete," in all respects similar to the methods used by roofers on an
NO NEED TO ASK THE TIME

from the man at the information desk of the Chrysler Building, where he sits under a tricky clock with changing numerals. The metal work is chrome nickel steel; the marble is "Morocco rouge flamme," which is streamed with white and other colors.
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THE CHRYSLER BUILDING ITSELF IS THE CEILING MOTIF

Edward Trumbull painted the mural on the ceiling of the main lobby, combining the tower of the Chrysler Building with scenes depicting Energy, Result, Workmanship, and Transportation.
ordinary metal roofing job. The scaffolding for this work was in place five months and was said to have cost a very tidy sum.

In the working out of the main Entrance Hall of the Chrysler Building, the architect has put a great deal of study. It is of a rare simplicity, being nothing but a triangle, each point showing the way to an exit. The walls are of a beautiful red marble, known in the trade as "Morroco rouge flamme," zigzagged with white and with colors. The odd-shaped marble frames at the elevator lobbies are of Mexican onyx, a little lighter in color than the Moroccan walls.

The Mexican onyx reflects the light shining on it from metal channels in such a manner as to give a luminosity throughout the entrance lobby which is most satisfactory to the eye.

And the lighting itself is most logical, too. Over every elevator lobby is a mass of reflected light, immediately attracting the eye and showing the way up, while over every exit is a like mass of light showing the way to go home!

The ceiling of the lobby is covered by a large mural painting by Edward Trumbull depicting Energy, Result, Workmanship and Transportation. (It might just as well have been Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth and De Soto.) Outside of the fact (Continued on page 78)
What to put in a CONTRACT to keep out of trouble with clients

By CLINTON H. BLAKE of the New York Bar

T is many years since I began to preach the gospel that the practicing architect should cover, in contract form, his understanding with his client and the terms upon which his work is to be done. When this thought was first advanced there were few architects who made it a practice to do this. There has since been a radical change of feeling in this connection. More and more, architects have come to realize the importance of the contract. Today a decided majority of them make it a point to secure the contract before proceeding with the work. The number of those who do this is steadily increasing. In a very few years, the architect who proceeds without a contract will be a pronounced exception to the general rule.

The American Institute of Architects has played an important part in this very salutary change. The publication of its standard form of contract did much to break down the prejudice of architects against the use of a contract with the client. It made available to them a contract form approved by the Institute and readily available and it enabled them to present this form to their clients as a basis of operation which has come to be generally recognized by the profession as fair and proper.

The architects who have been reluctant to adopt the contract idea, or have as yet failed to do so, have been actuated by one of three considerations. Most of them have felt that to present a contract to a client for signature would raise unpleasant issues at a delicate stage of the architect's employment and might jeopardize the securing of the job. This is the reason which has had weight with by far the greater number of those who, as yet, have not been convinced that a contract is necessary or desirable. Many others have failed to adopt a contract because they are naturally opposed to new innovations. They have practiced their profession over a long term of years without employing contracts with their clients, and they are either too conservative or too easy-going to change the habit of a lifetime. There are some, finally, although not many, who have felt that the use of a contract is in some way unprofessional and a cheapening of the architect's professional status.

It has been clearly demonstrated that none of these objections is well-founded. I have had rather unique opportunities over a considerable length of time to
AGREEMENT, made... 1930...

between... herein called the "Client," and... herein called the "Architect":

1. The Client, who desires to erect a... at...

at an estimated cost of $...

employs the Architect to prepare preliminary sketches, working drawings and specifications therefor and to supervise the construction thereof as Architect to the completion thereof, in accordance with such plans and specifications.

2. The Architect agrees to undertake and perform the foregoing services. If the Architect considers it advisable to employ consulting engineers or to have chemical or mechanical tests or surveys made in connection with the above work, he will employ such engineers and cause such tests to be made for the Client's account.

3. The Architect shall be paid a basic fee equal to six per cent of the total cost of the work, which total cost shall include the fee of the contractor, but shall not include the fees of the Architect or engineers or the cost of a clerk-of-the-works. Payments to the Architect on account of the above fee shall be made as his work progresses and in the following manner:

Upon completion of the preliminary studies, one-fifth of the entire fee;

Upon completion of the specifications and general working drawings, exclusive of details, two-fifths additional;

The balance from time to time as the Architect's services are performed and in proportion to the services rendered. Until an actual bid is received, charges shall be based upon said estimated cost of the work and all payments received credited to the Client on account of the total fee. The entire fee shall be paid not later than the completion of the work.

4. If, after a definite scheme or plan has been approved, changes in the drawings, specifications or other documents are required by the Client, or if the Architect is put to extra labor or expense by the delinquency or insolvency of a contractor or of the Client, the Architect shall be reimbursed for such expense and paid the reasonable value of such additional services.

5. In case the work is abandoned or suspended by the Client, the Architect shall be thereupon paid all sums then due hereunder and, in addition thereto, the proportionate amount due for all services then rendered but payment for which would not have been then due hereunder had the work not been abandoned or suspended.

6. The supervision of the Architect means the customary supervision by the Architect or his representatives, as distinguished from the more continuous supervision of a clerk-of-the-works. If the services of a clerk-of-the-works is required, he shall be employed at the Client's expense, but with the approval of the Architect.

7. The Architect will endeavor to guard the Client against defects and deficiencies in the work, but does not guarantee the performance of the contract by the contractor or guarantee the Client against defective work or materials.

8. Due to fluctuations and uncertainties in the labor and material markets, the Architect does not guarantee the accuracy of any estimate given by him or assume any responsibility therefor.

9. All drawings and specifications are and shall remain the sole property of the Architect, whether the work for which they are made be executed or not and shall not be used by the Client in connection with any other work.

10. The Architect may in any emergency arising in the course of construction take such action as he deems advisable for the protection of the building and the interests of the Client. The Architect may also from time to time authorize such changes in the work as he considers will be beneficial, provided, however, that such changes do not materially change the plan or layout of the work or materially add to the expense thereof.

11. This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the executors, administrators and successors of the respective parties hereto.

12. As to any matters not herein specifically provided for, the rights and liabilities of the parties shall be in accordance with the schedule of practice and charges of the American Institute of Architects.

(This clause may be omitted if desired)

L. S.
Client.

L. S.
Architect.

Simple and easy to understand is this suggested form of agreement between architect and client.

observe the attitude of the ordinary client toward the architect and vice versa. It is and has long been my settled conviction that the client is favorably, rather than unfavorably, impressed by the suggestion that the respective rights and liabilities between the architect and himself be reduced to concrete form. Most clients, in the last analysis, are business men and are accustomed to do things in a businesslike manner. Many of them are possessed of the idea that the architect is an artistic soul with little common sense or business training. They are favorably and pleasantly surprised when they find that this idea has no possible justification; that the able architect may be and often is an exceedingly able business man and that he expects to place in businesslike contract form the understanding between him and his clients.

I CAN understand, also, the point of view of those architects who for many years have proceeded without a contract and dislike to change their custom. Times change, however, and methods with them. The rapid development of the corporation idea, the complexities of modern business, the development of the speculative builder, the uncertainties of the material and labor markets and other similar factors combine to make impossible today that which was possible a generation ago.

Contracts may be oral or (Continued on page 92)
To Get a GOOD BRICK JOB

By L. B. LENT
Chief Engineer Common Brick Manufacturers' Association

There are only three essentials in the production of good brick masonry—good brick, good mortar and good workmanship. Proper supervision of even a large job is not difficult, but it is important, especially where a large number of workmen are employed.

About the first thing that happens on any job is the arrival of materials and right there is where supervision and inspection start.

The quality of the brick is quite evident from a visual inspection. Go over the brick as they are dumped or stacked and carefully examine a few samples from different parts. If they are to be used in the face of the wall, see that they are free from lime lumps or spots, and that they are hard and well-burned. An almost universal and almost infallible test for well-burned hardness is to strike two bricks together, holding each by the end. A resulting resonant, metallic sound indicates a well-burned, hard brick. The lack of such a sound usually indicates a soft or inferior brick, but such a lack is not conclusive evidence, for a few brick produced in different parts of the country are of first class quality and yet do not produce the metallic ring when they are struck together.

If the brick are suspected of being a possible source of efflorescence on the finished wall, a simple test of a few samples of each grade, selected at random, will often determine whether or not the brick contain a sufficient amount of soluble salts to later cause this trouble. This test consists of standing the brick on end in a saucer full of distilled water. If the brick contains a harmful amount of soluble salts, efflorescence should form within 5 days at the line where the brick is dry and where it is wet by suction.

While the brick comes to the job as a finished product, mortar is made on the job and our first consideration, therefore, is to inspect the quality of the materials which are used in mixing it. Sand should be clean and free from vegetable matter, loam, large stones and dust. A simple test for cleanliness is to squeeze some wet sand in the hand. If loam is present the sand will retain its shape; if not present the sand will emit a gritty sound and when rubbed in the palm of the hand will not leave a slimy deposit. Further tests are usually not necessary to the experienced superintendent. Salt-water sands are apt to produce efflorescence and should be avoided.

A visual inspection of cement is to see that it comes in unbroken bags or packages with the name of the maker stamped thereon, that it has not been exposed to dampness and that it is stored in a dry place until used.
GREATEST WALL STRENGTH is secured by a flat mortar bed, which gives the brick a more even bearing.

SHOVED WORK requires close supervision as extra effort by the mason is necessary. This type of work insures full exterior joints.

PROTECTING WORK against rain or heavy dew. At quitting time work is left stepped for good bonding.

AS USUALLY LAID, the mortar bed is left rough. Outside brick should preferably be laid first, this being the weather course. If laid last, it cannot be seen by inspection whether or not joints of the weather course are completely filled from front to back.

On large jobs, samples of cement are sometimes sent for laboratory tests, but the reputation of the maker is usually a sufficient guarantee of quality.

Lime for mortar should be well burned and picked free from ashes, core, clinker or other foreign material. If hydrated lime is used, it should be of uniform fineness and kept dry until used.

THE best method of safeguarding the proper slaking of lime and mixing of mortar is to be sure that an experienced man is employed, for there are no hard and fast rules by which this part of the work can be done. Some of the things which should, however, be watched, are: the correct proportioning of the various ingredients to see that the mortar is of the required richness; that mortar is mixed only about as fast as it is being used and hence prevent the use of retempered mortar. Mortar which has taken an initial set is not as strong, and the use of retempered mortar should, therefore, be prohibited. See that the sand is properly screened before use and that all materials are stored on wooden platforms and not on the ground, and so prevent the mixture of earth or loam with the mortar.

An experienced mortar mixer usually carefully measures the proper quantities of cement and lime and thoroughly mixes them before adding the sand (some put sand in the mortar box first), later adding a measured quantity of sand and thoroughly mixing it with the batch. Water is then added and constantly mixed until the desired consistency is obtained. Such a method results in more accurate and uniform batches of mortar, and this is important. I have too often seen large patches of "skinny" mortar in an otherwise good wall surface.

It is assumed that the specifications describe the mortar mixes desired for use in various parts of the structure. This subject is too (Continued on page 88)
BRUSH COATED
CONCRETE UNITS
used on residence of Mrs. Margaret Shelby Fillmore
Lookout Mountain, Beverly Hills, California
Roy Sheldon Price, A.I.A., Architect

BREEZE AND SUNSHINE are given every opportunity in this interesting plan. A convenient note is struck by the location of the garage, which permits visitors to drive up and immediately be under cover in inclement weather.
A MINIATURE GARDEN and fountain provide a man-made scene that contrasts charmingly with the mountain top view overlooking all of Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, and the ocean. The house cost $17,000 and was built for the sister of Mary Miles Minter. Walls are of Stonetile, a hollow concrete brick or tile.

DETAIL of typical chimney with terra cotta chimney-pots

INFORMAL CHARM is shown in the garage and service entrance. The gate at the left of the garage marks the beginning of a covered passage which leads to the owner’s part of the house.
Confidence in the building industry has been seriously undermined, particularly in residential work, because of frequently inefficient and sometimes deliberately dishonest construction. In St. Louis conditions are considered sufficiently grave to warrant action by the Better Business Bureau, which has established a Construction Industries Section to specialize on building matters. In various sections of the country, bureaus of one sort or another have sprung up to certify to good construction. The fundamental thought of such bureaus is that good construction not only logically entitles the owner to a larger loan but that public confidence in building will be increased by certification through ability to buy on known quality. Conditions have become such, as stated at the recent A. I. A. convention by F. P. Byington, president of the Producers Council, that manufacturers are beginning to fear they will be forced into price competition instead of quality competition. This is as undesirable for the public as it is for the manufacturer and the building industry at large.

There is one answer and one only to this entire question of protecting the good name of the building industry and assuring the public an honest dollar's worth for its dollars spent. That answer is for the entire building industry to realize what many manufacturers already know—that the capable architect is the man through whom all merchandising of building products should be done. The manufacturer must see to it that his product is intelligently specified and intelligently used. If he does not, he must suffer the consequences.

There is nothing which will create more ill will for a manufacturer than for his product to be used for a purpose to which it is not suited or for it to be poorly installed. The lay mind is exceedingly apt to blame the product for the failure. Friends hear about it, see it with their own eyes—and definitely enter the classification of prospective customers forever lost to that particular manufacturer. This is a fact thoroughly realized by reputable manufacturers, who often invest considerable money in order to present engineering or other data that shall as nearly as possible guarantee the successful use of their product.

This successful use quite obviously depends on expert specification and supervision. The capable, well trained architect is excellently equipped to render this service. Before specifying a product, he seeks to know everything possible about it. Much as many a manufacturer may deplore the difficulty of convincing an architect, yet this very conservativeness of the profession is the manufacturer's own best safeguard. There is little likelihood of failure if a product is specified and installed under the supervision of such a very exacting man as the architect.

Such being the case, the greater the percentage of operations which pass through the hands of the architectural profession, the greater the foundation of public confidence on which the manufacturer may build his business. And, as a natural corollary, the less is the sales resistance to his product, for its reputation is soundly built upon the experience of satisfied users.
An architect insures satisfactory use of a product because

a. he specifies it intelligently for a purpose to which it is suited and where it will give satisfaction

b. he supervises application or installation so that the quality product does not suffer because of inferior workmanship

c. competition among manufacturers is on a quality basis rather than a price basis

d. the public receives greater value for its building dollars

e. public and manufacturers are protected against incompetent or dishonest builders

Four manufacturers who are already advising prospective customers to consult an architect. There are others who are doing it and there should be many more

It may not be too visionary to forecast the day when some marketing-wise manufacturer will seek to merchandise his product through the architectural profession alone, discarding all methods of selling which mean a sale today but a lost sale tomorrow; a sale above cost today, but a sale below cost tomorrow.

Since the well trained architect is the man best suited to protect the public interest and to safeguard the manufacturer's own profits, it is thoroughly logical for the sale of building materials to be directed through his hands. It is practical common sense for the manufacturer to have his advertising suggest that an architect be consulted before his product be used in order that the lay customer may enjoy maximum satisfaction. That means that every advertisement, whether in newspapers, magazines, radio, or in direct mail work to the consumer, should embody the thought, "Consult an Architect."

SKETCHES

Sunlight and shade make the sketches shown on this page of particular interest. They have been made with a sympathetic understanding of the possibilities and limitations of the pencil. They were made by Erwin T. Muller of the office of H. S. Swan, New York City.
Auray and Chenonceau. Pages from the sketch-book of Charles G. Eames of St. Louis, Mo. The drawings are executed in pencil on Cameo paper. The size of the sheets are five by seven inches. These field notes have been made with a technique and the elimination of details that make them valuable for future reference and interesting to study.

Broadway in the Cotswold, England. A pencil study by Charles G. Eames. Size of drawing is seven by nine inches.
35 stories
completed in 1929

15 to 20 stories
proposed in 1920
THE development contemplated in 1920 by the owners of the property on which the Stott Building was erected was an office building of about fifteen stories, which at the time appeared to be a reasonably economic decision considering the valuation and assessment on the property and the manner in which other similar properties were being treated.

An important consideration in the preparation of the first plan studies was the possible and probable development of which the adjoining properties were capable. To the south, on an inside piece of property, stood a very old, seven-story, masonry bearing wall type building occupied by stores, offices and an antiquated theatre; to the east was an old, narrow four story building. Both structures were obsolete and therefore likely to replace­ment at any time by modern buildings. A study of this question led to the conclusion that a new building to a maximum height of about ten stories might be developed to the east, while to the south some scheme might possibly be devised to warrant a development of fifteen or twenty stories in spite of the fact that but one successful office building on an inside lot then existed in Detroit and this had light and air rights on one side over a low bank building. This situation seemed logically to dictate the placing of the elevators and utility features on the south wall and the first studies show this arrangement. It seemed natural also to endeavor to get the maximum amount of rentable area on the typical floors until it was realized that this had a very detrimental effect on the average quality of the resulting space.

About this time a survey of office areas in Detroit was made and it was discovered that 64% of the space was rented in units of less than 500 sq. ft. and 40% in units of less than 300 sq. ft. It was also observed that prospective tenants in the way of large national organizations, such as insurance companies, generally had district headquarters offices at Chicago or Cleveland embracing the Detroit area and maintained, locally, only small branch offices. This information had an important bearing on our problem, leading to the realization that the office units in the early studies dated Nov. 1, 1920, were too large in area and too deep. Likewise the bank scheme shown for the lower floor of one of the studies was abandoned because the property commanded much higher first floor rental value than any bank would be willing to pay. The arcade scheme was at first considered because of the heavy pedestrian traffic in both directions from one street into the other but was likewise discarded in favor of a single entrance on Griswold Street, because similar developments in Detroit had not been notably successful and because the new building was intended to attract chiefly a tenancy whose pedestrian traffic was largely confined to Griswold Street.

Shortly thereafter occurred the post-bellum period of deflation and depression leading to a postponement of the project until the year 1923, when studies were again resumed. These were rejected for reasons similar to those applied to the preceding scheme and because the elevators were thought to be too far distant from the entrance on Griswold Street. A further sketch, dated Feb. 12, 1924, was rejected because of the amount of office space exposed on the inside court, although the remaining space was beginning to approach closely the desired characteristics.

The scheme of Nov. 3, 1924 was discarded for reasons similar to the preceding, while that of Jan. 23, 1925 shows an attempt to reduce the size of the court and get additional office space on the south side of the court, the balance of the space being subdivided in a manner similar to preceding schemes. This shows what inconsistencies will creep in as there had already been objection to a smaller amount of court space.

A number of sketch plans were now developed with
1920...FIRST PLANS, rejected because offices were too large and too deep, and because arcade buildings had not been particularly successful in Detroit. As the first floor rental was too high for a bank to pay, it was decided to use the space for stores.

1929...FINAL PLANS, accepted because the elevators were conveniently located, the offices were of a size likely to rent easily, and the location of light court and toilets retained maximum rental value should the adjoining property be developed with high buildings.

a court opening off center on the north elevation, but were rejected because they did not permit satisfactory development of the exterior on this side and called for too much rentable space on the court elevations with insufficient natural light.

While the plan of Jan. 19, 1926 proved to be an improvement over the several preceding studies and permitted a balanced treatment of the north elevation, it was nevertheless considered unsatisfactory, due to the belief that something better could be evolved.

It will be observed that up to this time it was still the intention to build only to a height of about fifteen stories. The project had once been postponed because of the depression of 1921 and later principally because an urgent demand for office space did not appear to exist.

In 1926 a number of factors began to change the outlook. First, the assessment on the property had recently been raised 55% in one year. Second, the downtown section of Detroit was being developed at several points with buildings from 20 to 35 stories in height, which had the effect of increasing property value. This made it necessary to consider a higher building in order to bring an adequate return on the increased valuation.

THIRD, it was observed that peak rentals were being secured in the upper stories of the high buildings. Fourth, recent developments in elevator design made available a speed of 800 feet per minute as against a former maximum speed of 600 feet per minute, which made office space in the upper stories of high buildings accessible in no greater time than the upper stories of much lower buildings served by slower elevators. Likewise, 30 second interval elevator service, heretofore considered very good.

(Continued on page 110)
VARIOUS PLANS DEVELOPED OVER 8 YEAR PERIOD

- Size slightly irregular in shape with two street frontages
- Old properties on inside lines likely to be replaced with modern buildings, one of ten stories, the other of twenty stories
- Planned first as a fifteen story building but height gradually increased to thirty-five stories
- 64% of Detroit space rented in units of less than 500 square feet, 40% in units of less than 300 square feet

FOR SEPTEMBER 1930

1923
Rejected because the offices are too large and too deep, and the elevators too far from the entrance

1923
A later study, where an attempt was made to locate the elevators more conveniently. Rejected because offices were too large

1927
Rejected because some office units were still too large. For the first time the entrance is placed in the center
STEEL...AND SKY

Landing a load after a fast trip to the top of the world's tallest structure—the Empire State Building
Slipping a limestone slab into a frame of chrome nickel steel at the Empire State Building

"EASY, THERE!"
HOW TO DESIGN AN AUDITORIUM WHERE It is EASY to Hear

STARTING with the classic investigation and extensive research of the late Professor W. C. Sabine of Harvard University in 1895, the subject of architectural acoustics has been developed to a science. Professor Sabine established the foundation for the science in two groups of papers published in THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, the first in 1900 and the second in 1906. From this foundation the subject has been developed to the point where we can now accurately compute the acoustical properties of a room even before it is built, or prescribe its correction after it is built. Suspicion has been removed, and there need be no apprehension regarding the acoustics of a room, providing the architect acquaints himself with a few simple principles and applies them in an intelligent manner.

Acoustics is never the sole consideration in design. At best it is but a factor. The architect is seldom allowed to make free choice, but is governed by fundamental requirements and conditions. There can be, therefore, no rigid rules, no set dimensions, no standard kinds of materials in order to insure good acoustics. The architect can, however, give intelligent consideration to certain factors which govern the acoustics of an auditorium. There are three of these factors, and each will be discussed briefly.

The first to be considered is the volume of the room. It is not always predictable just what a room will be used for when completed, whether for band or orchestral entertainment, speech, or reproduced sound.

The acoustic requirements, so far as size of the room is concerned, vary with the intensity or the loudness of the sound used in it. Where a room is used for various purposes it is of course necessary to strike a happy

3 FACTORS THAT GOVERN ACOUSTICS

a... volume
varies according to use. An orchestra requires more volume than does a speaker

b... shape
may focus sound. Curved wall surfaces focus sound as a mirror does light. For curved ceiling or walls, radius of curvature should be more than twice height of auditorium

c... reverberation
causes 90% of acoustical troubles. Corrected by materials and furnishings which reduce sound reflection by absorbing sound energy
FIGURE 3: One of the finest medium-sized auditoriums in the United States. The ceiling is of flat stepped-up surfaces which reflect the sound waves almost ideally. The Chicago Civic Theatre, Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, architects

medium in its design in order not to favor one type of sound at the expense of another.

Professor F. R. Watson of the University of Illinois has developed a curve, Figure 1, as a result of his experience in correcting the acoustics of a great many auditoriums that may be used as a guide, in a general way, in determining the suitable room size. For practical use he has expressed the energy of the sound in terms of the energy produced by an average orchestra instrument. Thus the vertical axis in Figure 1, labeled "Energy of Sound," can be interpreted as number of instruments. The volume is not given directly, but is expressed in terms of the square of the cube root of the volume, which is proportioned to the energy of the source of sound. This is given along the horizontal axis. The curve is used as follows: Assume a new auditorium is to accommodate an orchestra of 70 pieces, or its equivalent. An inspection of the curve shows that for 70 instruments (vertical axis) the square of the cube root of the volume (horizontal axis) is 7,000. The volume required would then be $(\sqrt[3]{7000})^2$ or $(83.7)^2 = 587,000$ cubic feet. Professor Watson states that further investigation of the subject of room size appears desirable, but the above analysis, as a general guide, will be found beneficial.

In rooms where the normal spoken voice fixes the intensity of the sound, the volume should be small. For band music, the volume should be quite large so that the increased intensity of the band music will have sufficient space for proper distribution so that the intensity per unit volume will not be so great as to be undesirable. It is fortunate that the human ear is able to perceive sound over a

(Continued on page 80)
Architectural Uses of The COPPER ALLOYS

By Harrison Gill

an architect registered in New York State and Chief Designer of the Wm. H. Jackson Co.

THE prevailing concern for color has become a primary consideration in the design of metal work. The relation to adjacent work is not a particularly difficult problem because metallic colors have the characteristic of harmonizing with almost any flat colors or colors without metallic lustre. Often the color quality of other materials is improved by the metals. This fact forms the basis of heraldic design and accounts for the brilliancy of armorial bearings. It is also an important factor in enamelling, as may be seen in Gothic stall brasses or Chinese cloisonné. The use of two or more alloys in one design is a far more subtle problem and cannot be adequately solved without actual experiments with the metals themselves. Damaskeening and inlay are of great antiquity and modern metallurgy has made possible many fine gradations and combinations which are yet to be developed by craftsmen and designers.

For architectural purposes all metallic colors may be classed in three groups: (a) the untarnishables, (b) those which acquire an unsightly tarnish, (c) those which take on a beautiful patina.

Among the copper alloys which we are considering none are untarnishable. The only yellowish metal which will not change color is gold. The only untarnishable "white" alloys available commercially for architectural purposes are the chrome and chrome-nickel steels and some nonferrous alloys with a very high nickel content.

It may be that an interesting patina will form on any copper alloy if given sufficient time and favorable conditions. For instance, brass is usually polished at frequent intervals because of its ugly tarnish, yet we are all familiar with the beautiful patina of some old brasses.

Many of the alloys we are using today are so very new that we do not know what will take place as to surface color over a period of years. We do know that the true bronzes, which have been used for thousands of years, become brown or green and, in the case of certain oriental mixtures, a lustrous black. But no true bronzes, in the metallurgical sense, are used extensively in architectural work today. The chief reason for this condition is that the designer has lost nearly all contact with the foundryman. It is to be remembered that there are

EXTRUDED AND CAST forms of nickel silver designed for easy shop manufacture. Entrance grille, the Squibb Building, New York. Executed by the Reliance Bronze and Steel Corp. Buchman and Kahn, architects.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Brass
Bronze
and
Nickel Silver
to meet
contemporary
requirements

CASTINGS AND TUBING with the manner of joining emphasized by the direction of polishing and the finish of joints. Elevator door in the N. W. Ayer & Son Building, Philadelphia. Executed by the Gorham Company. Ralph Bencker, architect

MACHINE MADE ornament built up of machine finished bronze and nickel silver. Counter screen in the National Title and Guaranty Company Building, Brooklyn, New York. Executed by Wm. H. Jackson Co., Corbett, Harrison and MacMurray, architects

no "standard" formulas for the various alloys used in the "architectural bronze" foundries. How many different alloys have been called "pewter"! The efforts of the English guilds to maintain standards for this trade are well known. The term "hallmark" recalls the efforts of goldsmiths and silversmiths to maintain standards in alloying the precious metals.

Yet the standard specification issued by the New York Building Congress merely states: "MATERIALS — All bronze shall be of the best grade of commercial stock, of suitable hardness, and uniform in color." What is "commercial stock," and what makes it the "best grade"? And the hardness—for what shall it be suit-
CAST NICKEL SILVER, designed for easy finishing. Elevator door in the Squibb Building, New York. Executed by the Reliance Bronze and Steel Corp. Buchman & Kahn, architects

CAST BRONZE applied to satin finished aluminum sheets, at right. Door in lounge of St. Regis Hotel, New York. Executed by G. E. Walter, Inc. Sloan and Robertson, architects

There are three considerations which should determine an alloy used for artistic purposes. First its suitability for various techniques, second its reaction to the elements, and last its cost.

As there are no bronzes, brasses or nickel silvers which are untarnishable, and as we are not using alloys today whose natural patinas and ultimate colors can be predicted, the problem narrows down to two possibilities. Either we use the polished metal, which must be
OF THE COPPER ALLOYS

lacquered or frequently cleaned, or we create artificial finishes by means of chemical solutions or applied coloring matter. Polished silver and brass are familiar, but the combination of various polished alloys into a harmonious design remains to be developed. In some cases the coloring of metals by means of chemical solutions may produce a finish which can be exposed to the weather without becoming unsightly. But no “gold bronze” can be exposed without darkening. When a golden color is required for exterior use the only safe procedure is to use gold leaf, particularly if the surface to be covered is a casting. There are many other considerations affecting color, such as location, accessibility and climatic conditions, but limited space prevents further detail.

Color after all is merely a question of surface, and in the case of the copper alloys it is often a changeable characteristic. The processes and methods of forming the parts and assembling them into the completed work are of far greater importance. If we group the following types of alloys it will be found that they have many characteristics in common; copper-tin, copper-zinc, copper-zinc-tin, each of these (Continued on page 98)
Eager, joyously, they bring their ideas, sketches and clippings.

Building a Home Ought to Be a Happy Venture

It is disappointing indeed when the client finds that the lovely thing the architect drew cannot be built after all because the burden of financing is excessive. It is only in heaven that a good architect may build as ambitiously as he pleases without ever giving a thought to money. On earth he must learn to balance his dreams against practice, economy, and the wishes of others concerned. He must discriminate wisely and fairly and often sacrifice one to the other.

When he has proven that he combines artistic ability with good common sense along business lines, when he convinces clients that he knows money really doesn't grow on trees, they will not be so wary of him. They will be willing to consider him as one of their kind. Without fear and trembling, they will engage him and perhaps admit it really wasn't such a foolish thing to do—that the fellow actually did know his business.

A nicely balanced appreciation of beauty and practicability may produce a good architect, but not necessarily a successful one. To succeed, he must have tact. There is nothing in the world so disheartening as to have a client completely riddle some particularly beloved idea of the architect who reasons that, as the finished structure stands under his name, it is his work, the child of his brain. Having to incorporate something he knows is inherently wrong sears his soul and sours his disposition. He imagines countless voices asking, "Whoever was the architect of THAT thing!" and knows that he will forever protest in vain that it was not his idea.

Now, consider the client. The planning of public or industrial buildings is left, with some exceptions, more nearly to the discretion of the architect. There are conferences, of course, but an amicable agreement is soon reached. Usually the archi-
tect chosen is one who has had previous experience in such work and has the client’s confidence, or the client realizes his own actual lack of knowledge about this type of building and that it were better to leave it entirely to the architect.

But the building of a home is an entirely different thing. This type of building is most trying to both architect and owner. It lies so much nearer the owner’s heart. He has probably been considering it for years. He has discussed it with his family and his friends. He has made observations and sketches. With a critical eye he has scanned other houses, noticing both desirable and undesirable features. He has made note of possible improvements. His wife has cut suggestions and details from magazines. Eager, joyous, they bring their ideas, sketches and clippings to the architect. It really ought not to be a hard job at all, one of them explains, since they have done nearly all the work themselves.

There are just a few things for him to do, like figuring, dimensions and materials and writing specifications.

They go home to await his sketches and in the meantime read more articles, see more houses, consult more friends, change their minds about certain things—but never mind, those adjustments are easily made.

Then the preliminary sketches come in. Why, the layout isn’t the same as theirs at all! And after they definitely told the architect they wanted it just like that—and that entrance detail, that’s not like the one in the magazine! So they hasten to tell the architect where he’s all wrong. And perhaps he confronts them and loftily explains that they have presumably engaged an architect to insure their home being architecturally correct; and that they must have confidence in his ability; that the details they have selected are impossible and that he cannot afford to have such a monstrosity attributed to him.

The bewildered client, considering that he is the one to live in the house and that he is the one who is paying for it, wonders just where he comes in. Usually he gets wrathy too and the whole thing has started off on the wrong foot.

The building of a home ought to be a happy thing. If there is misunderstanding and lack of complete agreement, it is impossible to obtain the best results. If the client is arbitrary, the architect loses interest and doesn’t do his best work. If the architect autocratically goes his way, the client is dissatisfied and forms unprintable opinions of architects and warns his friends. In either case, they both lose.

It is an architect’s business to remember that he is using the client’s money and also that the client will be intimately associated with his house for some time. A client may seem dreadfully stupid and unable to sense a fault which is immediately obvious to the architect. But after all, the client’s mind has very probably not been trained to these things. If it had, he wouldn’t need an architect. The theory of design, to him, is some intangible thing which he senses but cannot definitely express or put into operation.

Lead him gently. Discuss his plans with him. After all, they are quite as important to him as to you. Find errors and their remedies with him. If he has some particular thing he much desires, don’t tell him right off the bat it’s impossible. Try to find some way to make it go. You may have to change it somewhat—but let him think about it, too. Explain why it’s wrong, suggest a remedy, then let him stumble on the solution himself. Give several hours at the start to discussing things in general

(Continued on page 76)
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Bank President Discusses Success

The most successful men are not necessarily those who know the most. Men who have ideas, and who know how to sell those ideas to others, or win others over to their viewpoint, achieve the greatest success.

So states Arthur Reynolds, president of the Continental and Commercial National Bank of Chicago which, incidentally, is the largest bank in the country, outside of New York. "And," he adds, "sales psychology, after all, is nothing more than an understanding of human nature."

There is a world of truth in those words. Of two architects, equally well trained, the better salesman will be the more successful. And naturally so, for does not every dream, even the most artistic, have to be sold to somebody before it can possibly become an object of public enjoyment.

Dated Catalogues

Manufacturers who issue catalogues and do not date them frequently subject architects to considerable inconvenience and themselves to the charge of poor service. When several catalogues are placed in the files, it is impossible to tell which contains the latest information unless the literature is dated. Specifications may therefore not take note of equipment recently changed, with resultant delay and confusion. The date is as important on a catalogue as the A. I. A. file number and manufacturers by all means should do themselves and the architect the justice of providing that information.

Clean Your Buildings

The Weiting Opera House on the principal square in Syracuse, N. Y., was recently cleaned, to the astonishment of the entire population of the city. It turned out to be a beautiful light colored brick in a pleasing design which had been there all these years without anybody knowing of its beauty.

There are many cities of an industrial character where buildings have become begrimed with smoke to which great service could be rendered by their architects were they to institute a cleaning campaign. Why let the work of the architect be hidden?

Advertising Ethics and Architecture

Ethics in the advertising profession are not only fair and honest but lived up to by a surprisingly large number of the profession because founded on good business sense. What Groucho, the nom de plum of a writer in Printers' Ink, has to say about submitting advertising plans applies equally well to speculative sketches—and architect's ethics.

"What do I know about advertising ethics? First account I ever made any money on was Painless Dentistry. The old doc had 'em lined up on the curb waiting to get in and he and his little dope squirter made 'em think it didn't hurt. Doc was supposed to have no ethics and the regular dentists wouldn't pal with him. Doc said his idea of ethics was to do a good job with teeth. "Advertising ethics! Wrong to submit a plan as a part of solicitation. Why wrong? Who says so? I'll tell you it's wrong 'cause it's an expensive luxury and we know the foxyer way. Study the account, dig for some little thing they never thought of and tell about it. Sell the idea of research being so much better when it's paid for—then get a job of investigating preliminary to a campaign, and no matter whether you've done the job already or not, sell it!"

When They are Easy to Talk With

I can afford to be polite," said Jim Corbett. "I've got the punch to back it up."

So read the headline of a recent advertisement which appeared in several national publications. That remark brings to mind the frequently expressed opinion that the easiest men to talk with are those with a record of accomplishment. It is the subway guard, the reception clerk, the switchboard operator who are quick to show that lack of the courtesy which lubricates the wheels of business, not the man whose position is so secure that he need bother his head not at all about impressing others with his importance.

Men are alike the world over, though we like to think, and with good reason, that architects are of a little higher grade than most. Yet even here, those with the greater record of accomplishment are generally the ones easiest to talk with. Many of those with lesser accomplishment are not. And the reason is, perhaps, that the bigger man is honestly trying to understand and be in step with the world rather than to impress his fellows with his own importance.

Small Houses for Small Families

The average family has become a small unit that accommodates itself to small space—two, three, or four room apartments. Its members average less than five in number. Why not build for these small families tiny houses that are merely individualized small apartments built among trees and beautiful flowers? If a family will spend from seventy-five to one hundred and fifty dollars a month for two or three rooms, why should they not be offered the advantages of home ownership on the basis of small space and many conveniences in restricted sections? One large living room with a fireplace, a moderate sized bedroom, possibly another small bedroom, with kitchen and bath, are all the average family needs or wants, as is proved by the popularity of one, two and three room apartments. There is a real market here for the building industry, a market that has been but slightly tapped in a few sections of the country.
Renting Easier by Architect’s Help

"T"HE very architectural features which, when expressed in a decorative scheme offer the strongest appeal, sometimes demand the most explicit demonstration through a finished setting. . . An unfurnished apartment of practically the same design is easier to rent by showing that setting than it would have been by trying to give a verbal expression of the manner in which it should have been furnished."

So speaks John I. Conroy, manager of the residential department of Douglas L. Elliman & Co., in discussing the rental problems of the Beaux-Art Apartments, illustrated in the March issue of The American Architect. Many of these apartments, unusual in plan and irregular in wall space as they are, are unattractive until seen furnished—and then their beauty may be perceived. The show apartments were furnished under the direction of the architects. So it should be with every apartment house project large enough to warrant the expenditure. For who is so competent as the architect who designed the building to harmonize and enhance the apartments by bringing out their beauty through their furnishings?

Conference Says BETTER merchandising and advertising are needed by the building industry if it is to regain its former volume and continue to hold the position which its leaders feel it deserves," was the opinion expressed by Fenton B. Turck, Jr., vice-president of the American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company, at the recent National Building Survey Conference. "We have plenty of competition for the consumer’s dollar, and more advertising is needed to attract public interest to our field. The third largest cigarette manufacturer spends more for advertising than the entire building industry."

It is true that competition today has passed from that between individual manufacturers to that between industries. The building industry now watches many dollars go for automobiles, motor boats and even airplanes that once went for residential construction.

In all of this competition for the consumer’s dollar, the building industry holds a peculiarly difficult place. Its practitioners are assemblers of materials in a more or less efficient manner. Anybody can call himself a building contractor and build a building that somebody, somewhere, will buy—often to his sorrow.

To merchandise the building industry, it is necessary to have a channel of distribution known to be thoroughly useful. For we are on the threshold of a period which, as a profession, is peculiarly fitted to assume the leadership of building projects in spite of the fact that there are undoubtedly incompetents in its ranks. To assume that leadership, however, architects must more and more assume the rôle of promoters, of business men of high calibre, of merchandisers who can start and carry through any type of contemplated operation from a development of three-room cottages to the carving of a city out of the wilderness.

Preservation of Historic Buildings INDICRIMINATE preservation of old buildings which have outlived their usefulness is a confession of present failure.” Such is the opinion expressed by a writer in The Builder of London, concerning which a letter states: "I only admit the qualification to exclude a certain number of old buildings which, although they may have outlived their usefulness, stand for something precious to the neighborhood in which they are situated. . . . It is always a pathetic thing to pass through an old town which has recently grown and . . . to see the feverish efforts by which modern enterprise has borrowed the same note with commercial respect for the modern taste for worm-holes and shabbiness. . . . In such a town, every effort to express the real modern taste is stifled at birth, so that a whole decade or more of the life of that town will be denied to history. . . .

Thoughtless sentiment is at the back of most of the outcry which arises when some sensible stroke of town planning involves the destruction of some unsteady groups of buildings, the builders of which probably would be amused to learn how artistic they were. . . . Each of our cathedrals is a record of ruthless replacements and demolitions. Are we worse off for the Norman work which early English builders replaced, or the latter which the Decorated style was thought to better, or the Perpendicular treasures which faced antique shells which modern preservation societies would preserve at all costs?"

This discussion is highly interesting, revealing as it does that the same disrespect for the tradition which demands that we do what our fathers did because they did it, thought typical of the United States, is receiving serious consideration in conservative England. It is a healthy sign. The elevation with the past demanded by the changes in modern building may well mark our efforts of the next ten years as the inaugurating of an architectural era which shall far surpass that gone before.

Advertisers CONSULT on Architect “Consult an architect, the service is valuable.” This is a phrase appearing at the bottom of advertisements of the Kawneer Company placed in national popular and business magazines. Manufacturers are rapidly coming to a realization of the importance of the architect in regard to their merchandising plans. The more action which is taken upon such realization, the greater will be the growth of public confidence in the building industry and the greater the likelihood of increasing the expenditure by those who hold back for fear that their dollars may be ill spent.

FOR SEPTEMBER 1930
IN THE MODERNE MANNER. Bathroom, house of J. J. Harrington, Glencoe, Ill. R. Harold Zook, architect

THE close proximity of hot and cold water pipes causes an annual waste of millions of gallons of water. When users turn on the cold water tap they are obliged to let the water run for from thirty seconds to a minute before cold water is obtained. To lessen this waste, the new New York City building code provides for the hot water riser being covered with insulating material, unless the hot and cold water risers are at least six inches apart.

BID shopping and price cutting is being fought by members of the Quad-City Builders' Association, who have pledged themselves not to permit favored contractors to enter second bids after estimates of their competitors have become known.

THERE is a striking parallel between present conditions and those prevailing in 1921, which indicates that a building boom can not long be deferred, according to W. Burke Harmon, a prominent real estate man of New York. He shows that in 1921, 224,545 families were provided for; in 1922, 377,305 families; in 1923, 452,673 families; in 1924, 442,919 families; in 1925, 491,222 families; in 1926, 462,214 families; in 1927, 406,095; in 1928, 388,678 families; and in 1929, 244,197 families. Thus residential construction is practically back to the 1921 level in spite of the increase in population. Although there is not the housing shortage that there was in 1921, public demand and taste have changed so much in the last decade that housing accommodations more than fifteen years old are practically obsolete and can find no market. Thus, if we do not have a present shortage of houses, there is at least a shortage of the sort of houses that people want.

ESTABLISHMENT of a committee on allied arts in each chapter of the American Institute of Architects is advocated by J. Munroe Hewlett. Mr. Hewlett feels that the time is ripe for the Institute to definitely concern itself with the aesthetic quality of products that do much to make or mar the effect of buildings.

PEOPLE who want to buy houses will be given information that will enable them to buy intelligently, according to a plan of the National Committee on Wood Utilization, which has formed a subcommittee to prepare a booklet acquainting prospective home buyers with the various points which should be considered in buying a house. This subcommittee is under the chairmanship of N. Max Dunning, F. A. I. A., Chicago, who says concerning its activities: "A

THE LARGEST office building in the world outside of New York State is to be built in Boston, Mass., the New England Building, Boston. Blackall, Clapp, Whitonoro & Clark, architects
Are Talking About

Government to Inform People Buying Houses

Bid Shopping and Price Cutting Fought by Quad-City Builders' Association

Committee on Allied Arts Urged for A. I. A. Chapters

better understanding on the part of the home-buying public in regard to the principal structural and architectural features of a house would give a decided impetus to home ownership. The purchase of a home is the most important investment the average person undertakes. An understanding of materials and workmanship and of what constitutes good architecture, therefore, is of vital importance to him in safeguarding his investment. These factors and many others are to be studied in detail by the subcommittee, and the results of their findings incorporated in a bulletin under the title 'How to Judge a House.'"

A SIXTEEN story skyscraper is being erected in Athens, Greece, by American capital—and the city is not particularly enthusiastic about it, according to John Vassos, architect of New York. It will rise high above the Athenian skyline to what is felt to be the detriment of ancient Greek masterpieces.

(Continued on page 106)

THE 1797 CORNER STONE of the old building of the Bank of New York and Trust Company, New York City, is now a part of the new corner stone which has been placed in the present building.

SILVER and BLACK to the third floor with black and white above is the color scheme of the new 22 East 40th Street Building, New York City. Window sills and ornamentation are avoided, shadow contrasts depending on materials. Kenneth Franzheim, architect.
"SPECIPHOBIA"

Drafting-Room Drama in One Act

By HAROLD SLEEPER

The office boy to the rescue!

SCENE: Any drafting-room at 5:10; draftsmen thinking of the "5:15"; office boy closing windows and looking busy. Drafting-table, front stage. Door to Boss' office, right rear. Filing-table with stacks of unfiled magazines, blueprints and catalogues, left rear.

HEAD DRAFTSMAN starts Junior Draftsman to work on detail of radiator enclosure. Office Boy has spread out all drawings required. Draftsman has span-clean paper ready to mutilate. Head Draftsman stops Squad Boss and asks him to look up radiator enclosures in the specification.

The Squad Boss confidently and gingerly turns to Carpentry and thumbs page after page—now not so gingerly, nearly inquiringly—until Carpentry is passed.

"Give me those specifications," says the Head Draftsman, "of course you can't find it in Carpentry. Those are metal enclosures, dumbbell." He looks under Sheet Metal with confidence and superiority. The last page has been examined and a puzzled Head Draftsman says, "Where in God's earth has this specification writer hidden these enclosures? Where is he anyhow?" The Office Boy chirps up, "He's gone home already, sir." "My God, and it's only 5:15. He certainly doesn't believe in wasting any time."

The Big Boss heaves into sight at this and smilingly and in a large way asks the group, "What's this all about? Enclosures of metal? Why, that's under Ornamental Metal, or should be."

By now, several copies of the specification are being torn apart and all turn to Ornamental Metals. Not any inkling or sign of such an item can be found there. All feel much relieved, however, as they feel that the specification writer has just gone and plumb forgotten those enclosures and everybody can stick to his original conception as to where they should be.

"Never mind the specifications," says the Head Draftsman, "we know our radiator enclosures and we'll detail away."

Just then the Office Boy points his black thumb to the last page of the index. RADIATOR ENCLOSURES—Page 116—HEATING.

"What? under Heating?" says the chorus. "Yes," says the Big Boss, "we always place work in the specification of the trade that does it."

"Does what?" says the chorus. "Search me," says the Big Boss.

Sequel: The Office Boy next day asks for a raise and gets fired.

Moral: Let some one else find it in the specification.
ANNOUNCING
TO ARCHITECTS A COMPLETE SERVICE
IN BUILT-UP ROOF SPECIFICATIONS

Through the association of 4 great roofing companies, The Ruberoid Co. with over 38 years of experience in manufacturing quality roofing products is now in a position to supply Built-up Roofs in

ASBESTOS—TAR AND GRAVEL—ASPHALT

Embraced in these three types of Built-up Roofs are specifications supplying roofs to meet the type of construction any condition may impose.

Where roof maintenance is desired, The Ruberoid Co. offers Bonded Roofs. These roofs are applied only by approved roofing contractors, selected by the Ruberoid Co. because of their proved ability and careful workmanship.

Through the use of Bonded Roofs, the architect, builder and owner have a guarantee both as to workmanship and material for 10, 15, or 20 years, according to specifications used. This guarantee is backed by a National Surety Bond.

For your convenience complete specifications of Ruberoid Built-up Roofs will be found in 1931 Sweet's. In addition, our Engineering Department is always at the architect's service to help solve problems raised by unusual conditions. Write or phone any office listed below.

CONTINENTAL, RUBEROID, SAFEPACK, H. F. WATSON
ROOFING MILLS, MILLS, MILLS, MILLS

Divisions of

The RUBEROID Co.

Offices: New York, Chicago, Boston (Mill), Erie, Baltimore, Mobile
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HE WON THE COMPETITION PRIZE...

But LOST the JOB

BY GEORGE F. KAISER

WHAT HE DID. When the Royal National Alliance, a fraternal association, decided to build on a site it already owned, a meeting of the board of governors was called to determine how to proceed.

"Let's give our president power to hold an architectural competition and to select an architect to design a building and supervise its construction and actual erection at a cost of not exceeding $800,000," suggested one member, and the others all agreed.

Howe, a local architect, entered the contest and his design for a building was selected by the committee. He received the association's check for $1,000 for his winning design, as provided for in the contest program, and he entered into a contract with the association. Though ready, able and willing, Howe was never called upon to do anything more, and finally he started suit for damages. When the summons was received, the association still refused to pay and took measures to defend the action.

WHY HE DID IT. After the prize winning design had been chosen, one of those who had lost out in the contest offered to carry out the plans and construction for considerably less than the price agreed upon with the successful architect, so the president thought he saw a chance to save money.

WHY HE SHOULDN'T HAVE DONE IT. In a similar case it was decided that an award under a prize contest to select an architect for a building is a mutual contract, if the architect is not merely given a prize for a plan but is to supervise the building. He may be compelled to do so after his acceptance of the award. This holds particularly true where the architect has received and accepted partial payment of the prize award for the work he has already done. The architect's claim for damages was, therefore, allowed by the Court.

...fee when zoning

WHAT HE DID. An owner of certain real estate in the Borough of Brooklyn contemplated erecting a theatre, so he retained Allen, an architect, to confer, prepare plans and specifications, and all other papers and drawings pertaining to zoning questions and to check details submitted by contractors. Payment was to be made to Allen in stipulated amounts as the work progressed. After Allen's plans had been approved by the building department it appeared that certain zoning regulations forbade the erection of a theatre, so the owner abandoned his plan and refused to pay Allen.

WHY HE DID IT. The owner claimed that as the zoning regulations did not permit the erection of a theatre, the contract was, accordingly, for the accomplishment of an illegal purpose and therefore null and void.

WHY HE SHOULDN'T HAVE DONE IT. The owner should not have refused to pay the architect, for the Court held that the services for which he was engaged were not primarily illegal. It did appear that completion of the work was made impossible through circumstances which were only partially the fault of the owner. As the furnishing of plans and specifications and securing necessary permits for the building were not the sole services to be rendered, the architect had a good claim for damages for breach of contract in view of the fact that his inability to render the balance of the services was due to the fault of the owner and not the architect.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
A charming time-worn texture was given the walls of this and other buildings on the place of Michael Gavin, Jericho, L. I., by using cinder blocks of varying size which had been sprayed with water while still soft. These walls called for a roof that also simulated age, so Hopkins and Dentz, the architects, chose IMPERIAL Shingle Tiles. In color and texture they are amazingly faithful reproductions of tiles which have seen centuries of use.

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY
Makers of IMPERIAL Roofing Tiles
NEW YORK: 565 FIFTH AVENUE
104 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
WASHINGTON: 718 FIFTEENTH ST., N.W.
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THE READERS
Have a Word to Say

• A PLAN OF CLIENT EDUCATION THAT ANY ARCHITECT CAN USE

Editor, The American Architect:

I have been reading with considerable interest your various articles on education of the public.

It seems to me that we can do considerable individually at a very little cost.

We all write quite a few letters to people not directly connected with the building business and we all have some type of a duplicating machine in our offices.

Several years ago I worked up the enclosed bulletin describing architectural services in a manner that seemed to me would appeal to the average person.

When I write to anyone that I hear is interested in a new building or to parties that I think should be better informed, I simply enclose a copy of this sheet with the letter.

I think the average person will take time to read it through if he is in the least bit curious.—F. C. Pettit, Architect and Engineer, Charleston, West Va.

Following is the bulletin Mr. Pettit writes about. It is entitled "Architectural Services."

Much has been written concerning the question of architectural services and most of it tends to leave the prospective builder with the feeling that it may be all right but he still wants to know just exactly what it is and how it affects him.

Concisely, architectural service is the purchasing medium in the building business, whereby one purchases through an architect the building in mind at the lowest possible price, much as one would employ an expert to purchase a diamond or a piece of real estate.

The architect proper does no building and is in no way interested in the contractors or building firms. His sole source of income is from his client and his only interest is to serve him in the best possible way. He is an expert by training and experience in building.

An architect's work is divided into the preparation of plans and the supervision.

The plans are the money saving and at the same time the satisfaction giving end of the service. They are simply the expression of the client's ideas or requirements in terms commonly understood by the trades, with every detail worked out to the best advantage. Upon the accuracy of the analysis of the clients' wishes and needs and the solution and presentation thereof, the whole service depends. Plans may be bought outright for very small sums. But in the majority of the cases an architect can carefully study the conditions and, by eliminating items not required in the specific instance and making slight changes otherwise, effect savings that will make the architect’s fee look small, indeed, compared with what would have been lost on the ready made plans, to say nothing of the returns in satisfaction. The client is not buying the plans. He is simply paying for the expert service which will enable him to obtain at the lowest possible price exactly the best thing for his individual needs.

After plans and specifications are completed "bids" are usually taken from the various contractors for the furnishing of materials and doing of the work. The plans being complete in every way the building, so far as the bidders are concerned, becomes a standardized project and they know every item that must be furnished and they bid their lowest possible price. Since all have quoted on exactly the same thing, the contract may be awarded to the lowest bidder with the assurance that he has the lowest possible price for the building.

The supervision is simply insurance against defective materials, poor workmanship and of being deliberately or unintentionally defrauded out of what the client is paying for. Considered as insurance and distributed over the life of the building the cost is remarkably low.

The matter of fee is one largely to be settled between the client and the architect, though as a rule architects charge the same for the same class of service. Usually it is expressed in terms of cost of the building, since this offers a means of proportioning the fee to the savings, though fixed fees are sometimes agreed upon. As a rule the larger the cost of any item the greater the saving affected, and consequently the fee charge is greater. In no case is the fee excessive. An architect's service is the only thing I know of that it is possible to get for nothing. A good architect will save his fee and a good portion over, so it is really a case of getting something for nothing.

In closing, my advice to any one considering building even the smallest building is to employ an architect and be sure he is a regular practicing one and a good one.

• WEEP HOLES CAUSE CONCRETE FAILURES

Editor, The American Architect:

Experience shows me that a common waterproofing practice prevails in New York of leaving weep holes after the waterproofing operation is finished in concrete construction to carry off excess water and I should like to ask through your columns whether this practice is not thoroughly unsound? Does not the water flowing through the weep pipes carry off the lime of the cement and consistently weaken the construction by removing from it the particular elements which are relied upon to give it strength?

I have run across several instances where infiltrating waters flowing out from weep pipes have reduced the concrete to a mass of rubble for which the contractor has been blamed as doing bad work when the cause of all the trouble lay with the weep holes.
Mighty, modern, adaptable steel . . . it stands alone, needs no bolstering—and when unconcealed by weaker materials brings light and air and majesty to cubist mass, to lance-like tower.

Windows, which in the fledgling skyscrapers were mere slits through heavy masonry, have grown in size and number. Tomorrow, curtain walls will yield to solid-section steel windows, to sheets of glass through which even ultra-violet rays may pass.

In small as well as large structures, steel is an ally of daylight, of speed, permanence and economy. It permits the most practical design for homes, schools, apartment or mercantile houses, industrial plants and small bridges. Steel has less bulk, greater strength than any other fire-resistive material. It secures more floor space; saves building time and labor; facilitates alterations, additions, removal.

Before building anything, find out what steel can do for you. The Institute serves as a clearing house for technical and economic information on structural steel, and offers full and free co-operation in the use of such data to architects, engineers and all others interested.

The co-operative non-profit service organization of the structural steel industry of North America. Through its extensive test and research program, the Institute aims to establish the full facts regarding steel in relation to every type of construction. The Institute's many publications, covering every phase of steel construction, are available on request. Please address all inquiries to 200 Madison Avenue, New York City. Canadian address: 710 Bank of Hamilton Bldg., Toronto, Ontario. District offices in New York, Worcester, Philadelphia, Birmingham, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Topeka, Dallas, San Francisco and Toronto.
If some of your readers would analyze the water coming out of concrete construction through weep pipes, and give the benefit of their observations, the information would be most valuable to Engineers and Architects.—Hugo Ziehner, Buchanan, N. Y.

Editor, The American Architect:

Please find enclosed letter received by us from one of the biggest building material agents in Seattle.—Joshua H. Vogel, A.I.A., Seattle, Wash.

My dear Mr. Vogel:

A few days ago my good friend Mr.—— from whom I have had the pleasure of purchasing several of the Mack Trucks which we use in our fleet, was in the office to say that he contemplates building himself a residence. Mr.—was good enough to say that he intends to see that so far as possible the materials for his construction shall be purchased from us. In offering to co-operate with him to that end I suggested that he give me the name of his architect. He stated that he had not decided to use an architect but was considering having a house builder draw him a set of plans and do his work for him.

I showed Mr.—— one of our invoice forms, calling his attention to the line at the bottom of the sheet and telling him that some months ago we had instructed our advertising agents to run this line in all our advertising publicity. He then mentioned you as his probable choice. I was able to tell Mr.—— some of our experiences and observations which had convinced us of the absolute truth of our little sentiment and I have every hope that my selling was successful.

The information is passed on to you for what it is worth and in the hope that you and Mr.— may get together.—W. E. Galbraith, President Galbraith & Co., Seattle, Wash.

Editor, The American Architect:

An analysis of Paul Stewart's comments in the August issue of The American Architect, commenting upon my article in the May issue, "Waste Space in the Small House," indicates the following:

1. He has altered the plan of house No. 1 so as to eliminate one of its most flagrant faults—the double partition on the first floor. While this is obviously the thing to do to improve this plan, it is not permissible in this case as I was comparing two houses as actually planned and built. He has also included as usable space an open vestibule, Item 15. These changes add considerably to the space included in his figures as usable.

2. In his computation of usable space on the second floor, he has greatly improved the showing of house No. 1 by including space as to the usefulness of which there may well be difference of opinion, yet the fact remains that in place of three badly cut-up bedrooms in house No. 1, there are four clean-cut, rectangular ones in house No. 2.

3. I might also observe that the closet in bedroom No. 4, which Mr. Stewart criticizes so severely as being but 8 inches deep, was actually about 17 inches and could have been, perhaps, as much as 21 inches; and the head-room, which is also ridiculed, was not less than 6 feet 3 inches and may possibly have been as much as 6 feet 6 inches.

4. His classification of space into primary, accessory, etc., I believe is an excellent idea and might well be developed further. Obviously, however, it is vital that a proper relation should exist between the space allotted to each group. It should be clear also that if one includes all, or substantially all, parts of a room, however irregular or badly cut-up, all closets, halls, etc., the efficiency of design will be good or bad only according to whether the walls are thin or thick, and a poorly planned and badly cut-up house will show up substantially as well as one that is well planned.

5. There are, undoubtedly, several different methods of determining or measuring waste space just as there are numerous methods of cutting to ascertain the cost of a building. In my definition of waste space, which Mr. Stewart criticized, I endeavored to provide for reasonable interpretation both from the aesthetic point of view and from the practical point of view by stating that space is wasted if, without interfering with the purposes or functions of the building, the rooms may be enlarged without enlarging the area of the building. Perhaps, I should have made it a little more clear that purposes and functions were intended to include any special consideration desired by the client such as the desire for a particularly large hall or a large bathroom or some aesthetic consideration.

I can not but believe, however, that were Mr. Stewart and I to discuss this matter together that we would not be very far apart in our conclusions regarding waste space.—V. T. H. Bien, Takona Park, D. C.

THE column caps of the Parish House, St. John's Church, Laddington, N. Y., which were illustrated on page 40 of the June issue of The American Architect, were stated to be the work of Henry W. Rowe, Associates, architects. The architects were Henry W. Rowe and Waldemar H. Ritter, associated.
A WASTE that STAYS PUT

... and everything is accessible from the front of the tub

Install this pop-up bath waste and you'll never need to get at it from behind in case of trouble. (As a matter of fact, we've done everything we could think of to avoid any kind of trouble. A typical waste taken out of stock has been operated on a testing block, tens and tens of thousands of times—as good today as when first inspected.)

Anyway, this mechanical waste has the stopper in the tub outlet. Should anything go wrong, the trouble can be instantly located. Actually, this waste has all the simplicity and efficiency of the old-style chain and plug, the chief difference being that the chain is inside the waste tube.

FOUR EXTRA FEATURES WITH THE “MANHATTAN”

1. Face plate on shower head is removed instantly by simply loosening the center screw.

2. Diverter valve on face of wall. Water first tempered at spout then switched to shower—prevents scalding. When water is shut off diverter drops back automatically—always in tub position until lever is lifted—avoids unexpected showers.

3. New 1-piece fitting for tub and shower.

4. Valves equipped with standardized unit which can be renewed as easily as changing a light bulb—costs only a few cents.

Our new 76-page catalog will be sent free. Write today.

The Chicago Faucet Co.
2700-22 N. Crawford Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

CHICAGO FAUCETS
Modern Architectural Sculpture
Edited by W. Aumonier. Published by Charles Scribner's Sons. Illustrated: 160 pages; size 11¼ x 14¾; price $20.

A number of examples of the finest present day sculpture or carving which are either decorative or part of an architectural feature are included in this book. It comprises work done by one hundred and thirty-six sculptors in various parts of the world and is a collection of the work seen and admired by the author in his travels. The sculpture is grouped according to the country in which it is found.

Fundamentals of Architectural Design
By William Will Turner, M.S., in Arch. Published by the McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York. Illustrated; 175 pages; size 11¼ x 15¾; price $6.00.

Stated to be a text book that "embraces those foundation stones of architecture which are constantly used and which are indispensable alike for the beginner and for the profession." Chapter headings include "Shades and Shadows," "Perspective Drawings," "Classic Orders," "Elemental Principles of Architectural Rendering," and "Architectural Lettering." There is a glossary of architectural terms, an index, and sixteen renderings of typical subjects.

THE SUBJECT of wind bracing is treated in two ways in this book. First, in a generally descriptive manner, the author brings out the essential features of the subject which are likely to be of interest to architects and builders as well as to practicing engineers. Second, in a more technical discussion, he develops the fundamental principles of design and shows their application to the problems of the design.
Equipped with Fenestra Interior Screens, Fenestra “Fencraft” Casements offer the architect screen-free operation: they are opened, closed and securely locked through the screens, but without touching them. When desired, however, a Fenestra Screen may be removed from the inside almost instantly, with a minimum of effort. Tightness of screens to window is permanently insured by the non-warping, metal-to-metal contact of the flat screen frame held firmly against the flat casement frame.

Indicative of the surpassing quality of “Fencraft” materials are the hardware appointments of solid bronze or nickel silver, in Coinage, Scaly, Sand or Hammered finish. Interior Screens are of bronze. Heavy casement construction favors the use of leaded or plate glass where desired.

“Fencraft” Casements are built by craftsmen in the shops of America’s oldest and largest steel window manufacturer, with local offices in 217 cities. Ask for new catalog which gives complete “Fencraft” details.

FENESTRA
STEEL CASEMENTS (Screened)
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ing engineer. As the author points out, "generally speaking, methods of analysis and types of construction suitable for the lower buildings become more and more inadequate as the ratio of height to base increases. The text has been so arranged as to introduce a minimum of mathematics and with simplified formulae for the illustration of discussions.

The author is chief engineer of the Purdy and Henderson Company, consulting engineers, and a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He writes well and presents his material clearly and in a manner easy to understand.

The author is chief engineer of the Purdy and Henderson Company, consulting engineers, and a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He writes well and presents his material clearly and in a manner easy to understand.

A town house in Burford. From "Old Houses in England"

**Old Houses in England**

By Roland C. Hunter. Published by John Wiley & Sons, New York. Illustrated; 128 pages, size 10½x14; price $8.50.

**Excavations in Olynthus: Part 2**

By David M. Robinson, Ph.D. L.H.D., L.L.D. Published by the Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md. Illustrated; 155 pages exclusive of maps illustrations; size 8½x11; price $20.

Architects interested in archaeology will find this book, which is Part II covering architecture and sculpture, of considerable interest. It gives an account of the excavations conducted in 1928 by the Johns Hopkins University expedition which identified the site of Olynthus destroyed by Philip of Macedon in 348 B.C. This city was founded some five thousand years ago.

The book contains chapters on the fortress and barracks, the entrance, the religious and municipal centre, the high class residential section and suburban development, the Macedonian foot, the shopping and trading district including the mint and terra-cotta factory, the outlying district on the east side, Byzantine churches, loom-weights and lamps. Especially interesting are the large Greek houses of the fifth and fourth centuries, with their characteristic rooms and raised borders and bath-tubs (one found in place on the tiled floor). These are the first important houses to be found from the great classical age of Greek culture and fill a gap in our knowledge of city planning.

Unfortunately the upper part of the structures excavated have long since disappeared, but enough fragments remain to give a fairly clear idea of the architecture, sculpture and ornament of the ancient city. There are 307 pages of illustrations, besides various maps, some illustrations in color, and an index.

**Modern European Buildings**

By F. R. Verhury, Hon. A. R. I. B. A. Published by Payson and Clarke, Ltd., New York. Illustrated; 144 pages; size 9½x11½; price $10.

A very interesting collection of pictures, printed on one side of the page only, of modern European buildings of all types including residential, ecclesiastical and commercial buildings, exhibition buildings, public buildings, schools, theatres, etc. In many cases not only the exterior of the building is shown but interiors.
A mark of a well-planned home

Among the important features of a home which contribute to the ease and comfort of the occupants is telephone convenience...that modern note which should be considered in the early stages of planning for a new home or remodeling an old one.

Planning in advance the provision for telephone convenience in a house makes possible the placing of conduit within the walls and floors during construction. This improves the interior appearance by concealing the telephone wiring; insures against certain kinds of interruptions in the telephone service; and provides for complete convenience by making telephone outlets available in all the important rooms. The occupants can use whichever outlets they wish, and can easily expand or rearrange the telephone service to meet their changing needs.

Your local Bell Company will gladly help you plan the telephone arrangements for new and remodeled residences. There is no charge. Just call the Business Office.
and details together with plans and an occasional section.

As the author says in his preface, "Probably the strongest impression which these buildings will convey is one of consistent attempt at simplification. The marked absence of unessentials is apparent, due probably in the first place to the high cost of building and general economic pressure of recent years, which has, perhaps, done more than anything to improve the architecture of today and to force the architect along new experimental lines."

Architects interested in the modern school will find this volume one well worth adding to their libraries.

Concert hall, Gothenburg, Sweden. Arvid Bjerke, architect. From "Modern European Buildings"

A Happy Venture

(Continued from page 57)

Talk over the stock market, golf, your philosophy of life—any old thing. Try to find some interest you have in common. Let each one know the other is only a human being like himself, with his own theories, joys and problems. This may seem like a waste of time, but you will find it more than compensates in the end.

I had a commission several years ago to build a house for a family in which there was a fourteen-year-old son. That son had an electric train which ran on a table sixteen feet long. He wanted it in his room, so we fussed and fussed until we finally managed it, but it necessitated making changes in several other rooms. It was a situation that might easily have proved most irritating, save that I must have been in good humor, for the idea that a $50,000 house was being built around a boy's electric train highly amused me. Whenever any decision was to be made, someone laughingly asked whether it would affect the status of the train table. It sounds silly, of course, but I never knew of a house that swung along so happily or easily.

When it was finished they went in, completely satisfied. In a year it was necessary for them to move to another town. The house went on sale and in less than a week was sold, I believe, somehow, the very spirit in which it was built made itself felt to anyone looking at it. But the best part of it all is that I met the man on the street the other day and he told me they were coming back and, having had such fun building the first house, they would want to build another and have me work with them on it.

There is much being written on educating the public in things beautiful. Our country has been so busy getting going that it hasn't had much time for these things. Now, however, it is stopping a bit for breath of the things well done first, it will be much easier to rectify mistakes and his criticism will be much more kindly taken. Almost any man takes pride in his work—develop it and he will work his fingers off to please you.

I remember going on a job several years ago where the foreman was an old man. He had been doing carpenter work for forty-five years. He was tired. He wanted to stop work, go live on the Jersey coast, and just smoke, watch the sea and fish occasionally. But his wife wouldn't hear of that lonely existence and he couldn't afford to live here without working, so he kept on—wear-y, discouraged, and very irritable.

The first time I saw him I knew he didn't like me. He didn't like architects anyway—what could they tell a man about building when he had been doing it for
AN APARTMENT...
HARDWARE...
LOCKS...

MODERN TO THE Nth DEGREE

This new apartment, 55 Central Park, West, exemplifies fully modern life in New York City. Outside and in, the latest tendencies in design have been followed, though tastefully restrained. Unusual comforts, conveniences, protections have been installed to make city life in 1930 most attractive.

Hardware by Sargent deserves its share in finishing so completely this outstanding building accomplishment. The design shown used on exteriors, blends perfectly with the architects' decorative plan. Within the apartments a Sargent design in Colonial style adds to the graciousness and charm of each well-arranged room. The high quality of Sargent solid brass and bronze hardware gives a perfection of operation that is lasting.

The new Sargent locks, Nos. 6880 and 6885, are specially designed for apartments. They are the embodiment of strength. Both bolts are operated from the outside by the key. The dead bolt is operated from the inside by the turn knob. The outside knob is set by the stop in the face of the lock. No. 6880 may be so arranged that the janitor's master key will not open it.

SARGENT & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

In New York City — Builders Hardware Division and Showroom, 295 Madison Avenue; Warehouse, 94 Centre Street.

In Chicago — 150 North Wacker Drive (at Randolph).
Chrysler Building As I See It
(Continued from page 33)

The last morning he came to me and smiled shyly, a sort of embarrassed little smile, saying he found something on his way to work, and thinking I would like it, he had picked it up and brought it along. What do you think it was? A robin's egg that had fallen out of the nest!

I think I never had anything that so genuinely pleased me, and underneath it all I felt very humble, and glad beyond words that there had been no difficulty with that old man, who already had enough to bear.

The floor of the lobby is of Siena Travertine, cut up into patterns which point the way to the elevators and to the exits; in other words, all you have to do is to follow the silver line. The vestibules of the revolving doors are patterned in a whirling design and the architect even put paths of alternating colors in his sidewalk design just to keep the people in line!

In the elevator layout and design, Mr. Van Alen put a yearful of thought and study. He was assisted by L. T. M. Ralston, M. E., in this as well as in the other mechanical parts of the building. There are thirty-four of them—elevators, not Ralstons—arranged in banks of six and eight, the cars being 5'-6" by 8'-0" and the speed 700 feet a minute in accordance with the present allowance of the Building Code of New York City. Mr. Chrysler, however, being somewhat of a mechanic himself, had the machines all fixed up so that when the city solons wake up to the fact that the horse age is over, he can shoot his elevators up to 1200 feet a minute. What with the present gentle starting and stopping device and with completely closed cars, the passengers have no idea of speed or distance or even direction. So 1200 feet a minute will be, in the near future, an ordinary express speed.

All the passenger cars are of different design and color, a good idea to our mind and one tending to relieve the drab monotony of business life. The cars are very attractive and are made up of all sorts of strange and fearsome woods such as Japanese hardwood, plum pudding, myrtle burl, Oriental walnut and other unheard-of novelties.

Imagine waiting for a car only to find that a myrtle burl had arrived when you distinctly wanted a plum-pudding! However, the elevator men are not to be caught napping, for they have a different uniform for each of the four seasons, practically matching the foliage of the cars.

The elevator doors are unusual in design. If they weren't, they wouldn't belong in the Chrysler Building! They are known as "metyl" (pronounced metvl) being of metal covered with vari-colored veneer woods, such as bird's-eye maple, ebony, myrtle, and, thank God! more plum pudding. The up-and-down signals above the doors are triangular in shape, the ceilings of the elevator lobbies on the ground floor are of varying heights according to how high the elevators run, the outside door frames are of KA-2 steel, with glass reflecting the passing traffic of Lexington Avenue, and so on, and so on, novelties, innovations, ideas without end.

There are, in the Chrysler Building, seventy-one rentable floors and two for pipe galleries. On the fifty-sixth floor, the Chrysler Automobile Company has its main office and on the fifty-seventh and fifty-eighth floors, Mr. Chrysler has his own apartment, where he will have comfort within and vertigo every time he looks out of the window. These windows will have screens to keep the clouds out.

On the sixty-fifth floor, the gentle and retiring architect of the building may be found intrenched behind two firm and unyielding secretaries, both of them ex-shotputters from the Vassar College team and both of them signed up to protect Mr. Van Alen from all hazards emanating from either sex.

Above Mr. Van Alen and his two huskies, on the sixty-sixth and sixty-seventh floors, the newly-formed Clouds Club will have its aerie home, the highest clubhouse in the world, a club which will, in fact, have no difficulty in looking down upon its neighbors.

Down in the basement are shops and soda bars and subway entrances and passageways and a beautiful still! Alas, however, it only distils water; water, which delivered to the offices at sixty cents for a big fat bottle, will probably succeed in making a big fat profit for the building company.

Again, as at first, the question arises, Do you or don't you? Criticism is easy, achievement is difficult. Mr. Van Alen has done something out of the ordinary; he has abandoned all the old tactics and principles; he has originated something startling, something distinctive and something about which discussion will rage for some time to come.

As for me, I consider this architectural performance a fine one. It teems with the spirit of modernism, it is the epitome of modern business life, it stands for progress in architecture and in modern building methods. Fred T. Ley and Company, Inc., were the contractors who lifted this gigantic structure from a hole in the ground to a height greater than that of the Eiffel Tower in the short space of sixteen months and put the first tenants in the building some six weeks ahead of schedule.

Indubitably, the Chrysler Building will be surpassed in bulk and in height but as the others rise, watch out and see if they exhibit the originality, the sense of action and the spirit of movement that William Van Alen has put in his design.
The Seymour H. Knox residence at Aiken, S. C., is one of many luxurious homes throughout the United States where the ornamental metal fittings have been executed by Fiske. The preference for Fiske is constantly growing among architects and especially among architects whose specifications always call for the finest. For they realize that to specify "metal work by Fiske" is to specify the finest in workmanship, materials and perhaps what is even more important—over 70 years of experience in close cooperation with architects and builders.

The Fiske organization maintains complete consultory and design services which are always available to architects interested in ornamental metal work. Write for illustrated catalogue.
large range of intensity and is provided with a means of protection as the intensity increases. The ear hears what is termed the loudness of sound, which is proportional to the logarithm of the intensity. A band of 100 pieces would be ten times as intense as a band of ten pieces, but the ear listening to loudness, not intensity, would hear the 100-piece band as only twice as loud as the ten piece band. This explains why a room of proper size for speaking can be used acceptably for an orchestra of several pieces.

The second point to be considered in the proper acoustical design of an auditorium is the shape of the room. This phase of the discussion must of necessity be even more abstract than that of size, but there are a few fundamental rules that have been found by various observers, from the study of auditoriums possessing good acoustical qualities, which have proved helpful.

Because of the infinite number of possible paths of a complex sound in a room due to reflection, it is impossible to avoid some distortion of the original sound, but the distortion need not be noticeable if the proper conditions prevail. The main condition to be guarded against is the concentration or focusing of sound. Curved wall surfaces have a tendency to focus sound in much the same way curved reflectors focus light. This causes the sound to concentrate in some parts of the room at the expense of other parts. A good general rule to follow in planning a curved ceiling, if one is preferred, is—the radius of curvature should not be less than twice the height of the room. This also applies to curved walls, in relation to their corresponding dimension of the room. Sabine cited the case of a room having plain side walls and ends with a barrel or cylindrical ceiling, where the sound was so loud as to be disagreeable along the axis of the cylinder, which paralleled the long dimension, near the floor line, and so low at other points as to be scarcely audible. This indicates the advantage to be gained in increasing the radius of curvature, as given in the above rule.

A good outline for an auditorium is rectangular, or slightly spatulated. The spatulated shape is better in the case there are large, unobstructed areas of plain wall surface opposite each other, because this condition is apt to cause a multiple reflection of sound back and forth between such surfaces, if they are parallel. Such a cross reflection is termed a "flutter." Floors should be inclined at least at the rear in long narrow rooms, and the platform or stage elevated. This avoids what is called a shadow effect, or the hindrance of the free passage of the direct sound waves by auditors seated in front. Conditions which produce good sight lines usually produce good "sound lines" for the direct sound waves. Unusually wide, shallow rooms generally produce poor hearing conditions at the extreme front on either side of the stage. Openings under balconies should be high enough to let sufficient sound energy through to the seats near the rear walls.

Figure 3 shows a plan and sectional view of the new Chicago Civic Theatre, Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, architects, which together with the new Chicago Civic Opera House, has received much comment concerning its remarkable acoustical properties. The new Chicago Civic Theatre may be considered as an example of one of the finest, medium-sized auditoriums from the acoustical standpoint. It will be noticed that the spatulated plan is used here. The balcony gives ample space below for sufficient sound energy to reach the rear seats. Novel means of providing beneficial reflection of sound from the ceiling is found in the flat, stepped-up surfaces. The sectional view indicates how this construction has influenced the distribution of sound waves striking the ceiling. The theatre seats 878.

The third and most important factor governing architectural acoustics is that of reverberation. Excessive reverberation is the cause of probably 90% of the acoustical troubles encountered in auditoriums, and consequently more has been written on this particular phase of the subject.

If the extensive research work being carried on by building material manufacturers in quest of substitutes is successful, the construction industry will see the application to building methods of many "new-fangled" ideas. Most of the work is being done with a view to cutting construction costs.
The pictures on this page show three steps in the installation of a one-piece border and sanitary cove-base in Sealex Linoleum. Constructing this as one unit is one of those fine points of craftsmanship that mark the difference between a good floor and a fine floor.

This one-piece border and cove-base was developed by the engineers of the Bonded Floors organization. The men best qualified to install it are the Authorized Contractors of Bonded Floors, located in principal cities throughout the country.

Everyone admits that the customary factory-made cove-base furnishes a satisfactory job. The one-piece base, border and cove, however, possesses certain definite points of superiority. It lends itself to a much greater variety of decorative effects. It makes possible a border of any width, in any weight of material and in any color—as opposed to the strictly limited assortment of effects in the factory-made cove.

Furthermore, this Bonded Floors cove-and-border is structurally sounder than the old-style type. The number of cove cross-joints is reduced. It is less expensive to construct—and can readily be installed...
on the job by a skilled mechanic. We recommend it for commercial and business installations and particularly for schools and hospitals. Not to mention kitchens in private homes.

We have described this Bonded Floors improvement in some detail because we consider it a typical example of the progressive flooring service offered by Authorized Contractors of Bonded Floors. The ready-cut borders illustrated on the right are another service feature available through Bonded Floors contractors. These strips can be combined into a great variety of attractive border effects—without the expense and wastage of material that is inevitable when the border is cut out by hand on the job.

Still another field in which our Authorized Contractors have a distinct edge on their competitors is in designing and laying custom-made floors. Our designers have had conspicuous success in creating floors for all types of buildings. The most conservative period design and the most radical modernistic effect can be carried out with equal ease in Bonded Floors.

May we send you the names of Authorized Contractors near you?

CONGOLEUM-NAHBN INC. . . . General Office: KEARNY, N. J.

BONDED FLOORS

The decorative possibilities of linoleum floors may be greatly enhanced by the use of either ready-cut or custom-cut borders. Directly above, for example, is our “Leonardo” pattern (No. 3225) used with a ready-cut border assembly of black marbleized, blue and plain black strips. Other border strips and border assembly suggestions may also be seen above.
The Modernistic Movement
Plate 2

The Blackstone Shop is known as one of the most exclusive mercantile establishments on Michigan Boulevard, Chicago. The building itself—modern in design and flawless in craftsmanship—has brought additional distinction to the business. It was designed by Philip B. Maher and constructed largely of Neshobe Gray marble.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY—PROCTOR, VERMONT
Branches in the larger cities
See Sweet’s Catalog for Specifications and Other Data

VERMONT MARBLE
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family apartments which have replaced them, ruined the foliage, destroyed the charm of the locality and cast a frigid gloom over the whole neighborhood. Neither, on the other hand, is there any valid reason why one shouldn't object to this form of real estate "development" and more particularly to the total lack of architectural sense displayed.

**NUMBER** One Fifth Avenue shows clearly enough that a tolerable solution of the architectural problem involved in the high apartment dwelling goes a long way toward relieving the sense of change and loss which has come over the neighborhood of the park. But not even this fair example, nor the Washington Arch itself, nor even the remaining residences on the north side, can hold out against the architectural trash which has sprung up on MacDougal Street on the west side of the park. The public at large is the loser, and the fault lies precisely in the sacred ban on criticism which has permitted not only the public to remain architecturally uneducated, but architects and clients as well. Yet, I dare say, these buildings are destined to remain for years, for decades perhaps, ruining a fair spot without hope of relief. We have come to object to loud and unnecessary noise; it is time we objected to loud and unnecessary architecture.

The public at large is victimized in a peculiar sense by the pernicious examples of architectural incompetence which abound everywhere. It is victimized in the sense that it cannot escape them. Exposed to their steady influence, the public has taken recourse in complete indifference which is broken only now and then by some outstanding building. But just as noise is a costly waste, however much we may appear to be indifferent to it, so aesthetically, the meaningless, dreary streets exert a detrimental influence and help in that paralysis of the spirit which hardens all urban life.

Where the public can exercise choice, it clearly does so and in a direction that is healthy and creditable. A striking example of this is to be found in the design of Mr. Ford's new car. Not only was it necessary to improve the older model along mechanical lines to the very highest point of efficiency possible without increase in cost, but it was equally necessary to improve its design. Were this the highest priced, instead of the lowest priced car on the market the argument would still show which way the wind blows; as it is the argument is final and conclusive.

Indeed, the Ford car is merely a conspicuous example of a tendency that is everywhere in evidence. Window display has become almost an art, exhibiting in the best examples a very high degree of taste, composition and design. Advertisers, who, it may fairly be said, wish to appeal to the public, have steadily improved the appearance of advertising matter. They are responsible, in conjunction with publishers, in developing the highly varied and improved typography and set-up of printed matter. There is frequently more careful design, more thought and taste in the composition of a page of printed advertising matter of building materials than is evident in the finished building using the advertised article. Looking at many of our buildings one might almost be inclined to think that advertising matter addressed to architects and clients should preferably be as ugly and meaningless as possible.

The truth of the matter is that the public expresses its taste and its criticism by the simple expedient of buying the best designed article. The public as a whole is the critic, and a severe one, for general merchandise. Manufacturers and advertisers have come to recognize the economic value of design in the appearance of their articles, whether it be watches or furniture or motor cars or cups and saucers or perfume bottles or plumbing fixtures. It is not only that here and there these things have been improved, that for example Rockwell Kent, or in a more jovial vein, Peter Arno, have added to the interest, amusement and general appearance of advertising matter, but that the entire field has undergone definite development, consciously fostered. Among architects these principles are too often taken for granted and forgotten; to the modern manufacturer and the modern industrialist they are alive and vitally important.

In architecture alone the public must accept what is put before it. In the fine arts as well as in the commercial arts, if one may make this distinction, the public exercises its choice and its taste freely and effectively; in architecture it can have recourse only to apathy and indifference by way of escaping an otherwise intolerable situation. This indifference is fostered by the prevailing lack of serious criticism. After all, architecture is a vast and complex field embracing a thousand diverse factors of science, art, business, law and industry, not to mention human psychology. Despite the fact that it is everywhere in evidence it is more readily overlooked than understood. In general we do not "see" buildings; we simply use and accept them. This uncritical attitude is doubtless due to the complexity of architecture not so much in its visible forms as in its significance. A picture, a novel, a play, a musical composition, is presented in its entirety as conceived—not so a building.

**ARCHITECTURE** differs from the other arts in being above all utilitarian—in serving a purpose, or at least, in solving a given problem or condition. Thus it is essential, in order to understand a work of architecture, to understand the given problem, to perceive its solution in plan, in mass, in circulation, in the general disposition of the parts and in its relation to the business and financial side of the operation. The "design" in the sense of facade must be deeply related to all these factors. Finally a work of architecture implies a specific client—whether an individual, a corporation or a government, and here again architecture is radically different from most of the arts in that the personal equation of the client with all the psychological conditions which this implies, enters in before the work is even begun. All these factors, including a mass of legal restrictions which are technical, serve to make architecture a separate art—something recondite and unapproachable for the lay person. Thus we have the spectacle of an art which
Concrete imposes no restrictions upon the architect. He plans freely, knowing that in mold or form, in pre-cast block or cast-in-place structure, concrete will reproduce with utmost fidelity even the finest detail of his conception. The solidity of concrete assures firesafety, and endurance with little maintenance through generations. Concrete is a complete building material.

These views are of the Hawthorne School, Beverly Hills, California, of monolithic construction throughout, with decorative details cast in place. R. C. Flewelling, Architect.
by its very nature is present for everyone and concerns everyone, but which, nevertheless, is the least appreciated and understood of all the arts.

This paradoxical situation can only be resolved by a free expression of the critical spirit. But such a movement must be undertaken by the profession itself. The Architectural League of New York, for instance, should not merely present a medal for the best example of architectural work for the year, but likewise, and for exactly the same reason, mention should be made of the best critical comment on contemporary work. Anatole France and Bernard Shaw were themselves critics of literature; and while architects occasionally write eulogistic and otherwise harmless articles about each other, I recall only Mr. Ralph Walker’s estimate of a League Exhibition in The American Architect, issue of February 5, 1928, as in any way an effort toward a truly critical estimate of the work presented. In so far as architecture is an art, it needs the stimulus, the restraint, the appreciation and rewards which can only come from cankiel and intelligent criticism.

The effect upon the architect will be as potent as the indirect effect upon the public and the owner. Architecture is today in a great transition period. Conceptions which have long held sway are giving way while newer trends are in a wholly experimental stage. The relation of architecture to life, to a slowly but steadily changing economic system, to a new order of organized and corporate business world, to a highly intensified mechanistic system of things, in a word, to the machine, is a real challenge to architecture. This means new conceptions, new thoughts. It is essential that they be expressed—not in the bastard and fumbling experiments which many of our houses and skyscrapers present, but in a clearer comprehension of these new factors, a sharper and more critical understanding of their efforts.

The critical contributions of Mr. Lewis Mumford are more important for the profession as a whole than the great mass of structures that, having just been completed, count as the latest thing in architecture. Though generally, by any sane standards, they are a jumble of recent mechanical improvements and the discarded experiments in design of ten or twenty years ago. The pity of it is that we have not more critical writers whose work should not be confined merely to theoretic principles, but to the critical estimate of actual buildings with all the freedom of expressions accorded to critics in other arts.

Looking at some of the recent buildings in New York one cannot escape the impression that the solution of the skyscraper problem, heralded a decade or two ago, was but tentatively accepted by a few bolder architects; for the rest of this progress in ideas was blandly passed by. While even these architects have accepted, so to speak, the latest motor, they still insist that it be installed in a good old-fashioned carriage. Without in any sense attempting a definitive criticism of recent work it is interesting to note this lapse in the development of skyscraper architecture.

It would seem as though, at the moment, but few architects were on sufficiently sure ground to forge ahead into newer and sharper interpretations; the remainder, one is forced to observe, are content to muddle through an elevation as though it were a kind of minor evil for some junior draftsman to struggle with. Nor will the pretext of economy cover the sins of commission rather than omission for, often as not, the most lavish and luxurious “temples” of business are the worst architecturally. The only economy, if there be any, is on the score of design. The writer knows of a New York building costing over $12,000,000 where neither the architects nor the owner could be prevailed upon to spend a hundred dollars for a sketch model in order to study the complex problem of the set-backs and penthouse masses.

It is difficult to believe, certain architects and owners to the contrary notwithstanding, that poor architecture is good business. Yet such an attitude prevails in circles far removed from the taint of speculative operations. No money is spent quite so carelessly and ignorantly, and no money is saved so unscientically, as the amounts involved in questions of design.

Wise economies are axiomatic in good architecture, yet it can hardly be maintained that the modern skyscraper suffers from excessive economies in building materials or workmanship. The difficulty lies elsewhere. It lies in the appalling nonchalance with which buildings of forty or fifty or any number of stories are rushed through the process of being “designed”—that is, of receiving a coating of nondescript ornament over that unstudied mass, a mass unstudied except for a hunt for “cubage.” Such conditions, it is evident, are due almost entirely to the low state of architectural understanding and appreciation on the part of society in general, and, one is tempted to add, architects in particular.

In this matter there is no escape through the agency of art commissions, juries or any other form of semi-official approach. The effort to standardize taste is always negative in effect and achieves at best a questionable state of tension. In such an atmosphere initiative and imagination are inevitably stifled rather than encouraged. Criticism, on the contrary, by its very freedom serves at once to encourage and to chasten and above all to help in the creation of values without which art and architecture alike become meaningless.

Tests on White Paints

White paints for outside use have been tested by the Bureau of Standards, which has exposed panels on the roof of the bureau’s chemistry building. Invariably these have been applied in either three coats on well-selected wood or in two coats on carefully cleaned metal panels. Repeatedly, straight white-lead paint has shown good durability. Likewise lead-zinc paints, provided the zinc-oxide content of the pigment does not exceed 30 per cent, have shown good durability. On wood panels, increasing the zinc-oxide content up to 50 per cent has resulted in rather bad cracking and scaling of the paint. On metal, the lead-zinc paints containing not over 30 per cent zinc oxide are more durable (prevent rust) than straight white lead. Coming to the newer type of outside white paints on wood, the titanium-zinc paints show good durability, provided the zinc-oxide content does not exceed 30 per cent. (Cont. on p. 96)
HERE is great variety in Indiana Limestone—why not take advantage of the fact? Why choose stone where your choice is limited to only a few quarries, when by dealing with Indiana Limestone Company you can make your selection from the most famous quarries in the district?

The buildings constructed of Indiana Limestone are the best "samples" from among which to find exactly the stone you're looking for. Look these over — then ask where the stone that interests you came from. Nine times out of ten it will be from a quarry now owned by Indiana Limestone Company. The facts will quickly prove to you that Indiana Limestone Company offers you a choice of quarries such as no other concern even approximates.

Along with unlimited variety of stone, you get from Indiana Limestone Company a standard of service such as was unheard of before this company was organized. Stone and service — these are the two most important factors in the success of your building. In fairness to yourself and your client, deal where you can get the best in both.

INDIANA LIMESTONE COMPANY

General Offices: Bedford, Indiana Executive Offices: Tribune Tower, Chicago
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involved to allow any discussion of it at this time.

If mortar colors are specified, they should be preferably mineral colors and purchased from a reputable source. To produce uniform colored mortar the ingredients should be accurately proportioned by weighing and thorough mixing before adding the water.

Having thus made sure that the materials used in brickwork are of the desired quality, it only remains to insure that the work specified is properly done.

For the strongest and best brickwork, brick should be laid in what is called “shoved” work, which means that all brick are pushed into place on a full bed of mortar and that all vertical joints are filled with mortar. Brickwork which is done in this manner with good mortar will develop tremendous strength and stand the onslaught of the elements indefinitely.

Whilst shovel work is best, it is not always necessary and on most jobs is not required. It is essential, however, that horizontal and vertical joints in the outer tier or withé of all exposed brickwork be filled with mortar. Such filling with plastic mortar is good insurance against wet walls.

The vertical joints back of the outer tier may be left quite open with advantage. The small air space produced tends to stop water travel through the wall and adds somewhat to the heat insulating value of the wall. Its presence appears to detract but little from the compressive strength of a properly bonded wall.

The type of bond is usually specified but in any case sufficient headers or header courses should be used to thoroughly tie or bond the masonry together. Metal ties are never as good as headers of brick used where end walls are jointed at the corners and also where cross walls meet and tie into side walls. Don’t allow metal masonry ties to be used if they can be avoided. Metal bolts for roof plates, stirrups for joists and beams are, however, permissible.

When hollow tile or other material is used as a back-up for facing, use brick headers for bonding. Metal ties are even less desirable in this type of construction.

Except in winter time, all brick should be well wet before laying and laid while wet. This prevents the brick from absorbing water from the mortar and so assists in developing strength in the mortar joint. However, do not soak the bricks, for they can be made so wet that they will slide on a bed of mortar and get out of alignment; and this may also thin the mortar so that it will run down the face of the wall.

In winter bricks should be laid dry. Bricks and mortar should be kept above the freezing point (by pre-heating when necessary) until they have been in place long enough for the mortar to take an initial set. Otherwise, the work may move out of place and so have to be rebuilt.

Do not allow the brick tenders to throw down the brick on the scaffold, causing them to break or even chip. The scaffold should be kept clean and orderly, for this not only prevents the breakage of brick but increases the efficiency of the bricklayer. Every “bat” or broken brick can, however, be used in the interior of the wall as the work goes along.

Brickwork should, of course, be laid smooth, plumb, straight and true. The brick foreman is responsible for this part of the work, but it is well to watch his methods and see that walls are plumb, especially at the corners, that “trig” lines are properly placed and properly used and that the kind of work specified is being done. In skinned work and other special effects, brickwork should be plumb, as a whole, but may depart much from being straight and true.

The wall should preferably go up at a uniform rate all round and not one section much in advance of the other. If the latter method has to be employed, see that the unfinished end is left so that the adjoining section may be securely bonded and built into it.

It pays to carefully lay out the initial courses of brickwork, taking into consideration the bonds, openings, ornamentation, etc., which may be built into the work at higher elevations. The work is thus expedited and later errors oftentimes avoided.

The unfinished wall should always be protected at night from the elements, no matter in what season of the year, and this is particularly important during a rainy season or in the winter time. Walls should be covered with boards or other substantial protection with bricks piled on the top to prevent them from blowing off, so that rain water is entirely prevented from entering the top of the wall. The entrance of even a small quantity of water at the top of the wall will not only affect the quality of the workmanship but may later cause efflorescence on the outer surface.

The work should be checked with the drawings as often as is necessary to see that all openings and chases are built into the wall as indicated, and also that the masons are building in the necessary nailing blocks, strips, plugs, etc. for the later attachment of interior trim and woodwork by the carpenter.

In brickwork, the courses can easily be so adjusted that the courses supporting joists will be at the exact height required. No “shims” or blocking under the joists are needed nor should they be allowed.

Particular attention should be directed to see that all brickwork at floor levels constitutes an effective fire-stop and that where wooden members are framed into the brick wall sufficient brick, not less than 4 inches, separates such members. This precaution applies particularly to woodwork adjacent to fireplaces and chimneys.

Although door and window frames are usually set by the carpenter, it is the duty of the brick mason to see that they are properly set; careful supervision at these points will go far to insure weather-tightness of all doors and windows. The space between frames and brickwork should be thoroughly filled and flashed with mortar. Whether shown on the plans or not, wind stops should be built on the outside of all frames, especially under the sills where such provision oftentimes proves to be overlooked.

Brickwork over windows and doors of moderate
In the Chicago Merchandise Mart

"AMERICAN RADIATION"

The Merchandise Mart, Chicago
MARSHALL FIELD & CO., Owners
Architects and Engineers
GRAHAM—ANDERSON—PROBST & WHITE
Heating Contractors
ROBERT GORDON COMPANY, CHICAGO

This beautiful new building is modern in every detail.
So naturally, American Radiation was selected to send even, healthful warmth into every corner.

For every building, from the largest office building to the smallest cottage, there is American Radiator heating equipment especially designed to give the utmost in comfort at lowest cost.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY
40 WEST 40th STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Division of
AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORPORATION
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width, 3 feet or less, is commonly supported by wood lintels at the front and the back of the wall. Better practice is to use steel angles, especially for wider openings.

In building a brick arch over windows or doors, it should be laid on a proper wooden centering, and the brick should be laid in rollok courses with sufficient rise to preserve the integrity of the arch after the centering is removed. The common rule requires 1 inch of rise for each 1 foot of span of the arch.

For all arches except the full elliptical arches (such as the segmental arch), the abutments as well as the arch should be carefully built. Segmental arches should not be used unless there is a sufficient mass of masonry on each side to take the thrust and carry the load.

A residence foundation wall, 12 inches thick or over, will seldom require a footing if built upon firm ground. When footings are used, see that the ground has been leveled all around the foundation and that the lowest course of brick is laid in a bed of rich cement mortar. Foundation walls, both with and without footings, should be carried down well below the frost line.

If foundation walls are in moist or wet ground, drain tile should be laid all around the footings, giving an even gentle slope from the high point (not above the basement floor level) to the low point (not below the bottom of the wall or footing).

Except in very dry soils, it is much safer to waterproof the outside of foundation walls. This can usually be accomplished by a half-inch coat of rich cement plaster, one part cement to two parts coarse sand, put on as the wall is laid up. Hot asphalt mopped on the outside or a mixture of three parts of tar and one of pitch will provide a good waterproofing.

Parapets and copings, very important parts of a structure, are often slighted because they are the last parts of the work. The rush to finish the job sometimes results in improper building of these essential constructions. Extraordinary precautions should be used to prevent water entering the wall at these sections above the roof. See that all joints are well filled and that roof flashing is carried entirely through the wall two or three courses above the roof elevation. Counter flashing may be necessary.

A proper coping which keeps water out of the top of the parapet is also essential.

A metal or membrane waterproofing directly under the coping is good practice. And the best coping for a brick wall is either brick or some other burned-clay material, such as special coping tiles. Concrete or cast-stone copings experience so much alternate swelling and shrinking, as they are alternately wet and dried, that they occasionally open up large cracks between the coping and the brickwork below.

- PERSONALS -

FLINT and Broad, architects, have moved to 406 Burt Building, Dallas, Texas.

M. Louis Kroman has opened offices at 180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Jas. L. Gatling, architect, has opened offices at 811 Bankers Bank Bldg., Birmingham, Ala., and requests manufacturer's catalogues.
DOES NOT BREAK THE BOND

It is a significant fact that OUTSTANDING CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY are being protected with

CHENEY

INTERLOCKING WALL FLASHING

IT PREVENTS SEEPAGE, LEAKS AND EFFLORESCENCE AND "DOES NOT BREAK THE BOND"

In selecting Cheney Flashing to protect the Empire State Building — the architects found that the dowels in the stone copings could be eliminated thereby making the Cheney Flashing less expensive than plain copper.

CHENEY INTERLOCKING WALL FLASHING scientifically solves the problem of seepage in masonry walls and positively prevents leaks and efflorescence, disintegration of walls and the rusting of steel spandrels and lintels from this cause.

Cheney Flashing is the only Ready-to-use, Thru-wall Copper Flashing that runs entirely through the masonry wall and forms a positive unbreakable key-bond in every direction within the mortar bed. The ends of the strips easily hook together to form a continuous unbroken course of flashing.

This unbreakable key-bond feature of CHENEY FLASHING is of the utmost importance in the construction of high buildings where the sway of the structures tends to loosen coping stones and parapet walls and hurl them to the ground.

CHENEY FLASHING has been adopted as standard by leading Architects, Engineers, and Contractors throughout the entire country. It is carried in Stock in all sizes and types for Standard dimension walls. Special sizes made to specifications.

Our Engineering Staff has a large fund of valuable information on the uses of Cheney Flashing which is available without obligation.

Send for descriptive literature TODAY

THE CHENEY COMPANY
953 Main Street
WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK - PHILADELPHIA
written. The obvious deficiency of the oral contract is that it leaves the door open to misunderstandings, lapses of memory and honest differences of opinion. It is a simple matter for two men, each desiring to do what is right as he sees it, to differ after a lapse of months in their recollection of the terms of an oral agreement. It is an equally simple matter to reduce the contract to writing, and the written contract is the only contract which, in the last analysis, is really worth while and thoroughly effective.

The contract, again, may be what the lawyer calls an express contract or what he calls an implied contract. An express contract is one which sets forth definitely the terms which it embodies. An implied contract is one which rests on implication resulting from the actions of the parties. If the client and architect agree, for example, in so many words that the architect shall be paid a fee equal to six per cent of the cost of the work, payable on certain dates or under certain contingencies, we have an express contract. If, on the other hand, nothing is said as to the fee or when it will be paid, the law will nevertheless raise an implication that the architect shall be paid a reasonable fee within a reasonable time. Obviously the express contract, which is really another way of saying in plain English a contract definite and complete in its terms, is the preferable form.

The standard contract form of the American Institute of Architects is the result of an effort to produce a form which shall be applicable, so far as possible, to the practice of the ordinary architect. On the other hand, the practices of architects differ widely. A form which will meet the needs of one architect will often be quite inappropriate for the needs of another. A form which will apply to the practice of an architect engaged primarily in residential work will in many particulars be inapplicable to the practice of an architect engaged in work of a commercial type, such as apartment houses, office buildings and the like. Each architect will develop gradually and according to his own experience his own ideal form of contract. It is desirable, however, that all contracts with the client be tied up as closely as may be practical with the standard form of the Institute. In proportion as the customs of the profession are established and adhered to, the position of the architect will be made more secure and more definite.

A FEW years ago I had occasion to point out a few points which I considered dangerous in the standard form of contract. One of these was the provision that estimates were to be considered as approximations only. The danger of this provision lay in the fact that the clear inference from it was that any estimates given by the architect would be approximately correct. In the latest form of the Institute contract this danger point has been done away with and the standard provision now reads as follows:

"When requested to do so, the architect will furnish the preliminary estimates on the cost of the work, but he does not guarantee the accuracy of such estimates."

This is as it should be. At a conservative minimum probably sixty per cent of all serious disputes between architect and client are related in some way to this question of cost. There is no point, throughout the relations of the architect and his client, so full of dynamite or unpleasant possibilities for the architect. It is imperative that it be made clear beyond any possibility of misconception that the architect's estimates are in effect merely his best guesses and that his rights and liabilities shall not be affected by the fact that his guesses may be wrong and that the cost may be more than he has believed it would be.

Another point of some importance is that the contract state what the estimated cost is. The standard form does not do this. The payments to the architect, until the receipt of definite bids, must necessarily be based on the estimated cost. It has always seemed to me bad practice to include in the contract a statement to this effect, and at the same time to omit from the contract the estimated cost figure. The effect of doing so is to leave the estimated cost in the air. This puts the architect in a position, when he sends out his bill for preliminary studies, of basing it on an estimate which he himself makes at that time and to which the client is not in any way, ostensibly at least, a party.

There is another danger point in the standard form which has not as yet, I think, been corrected. The clause relating to the termination of the contract is so worded that it is susceptible to the interpretation that, if the contract is terminated midway between two of the stages of the work at which payments to the architect fall due under the contract, the architect will be entitled to only the payment which was due him at the time that the last completed stage of the work was finished. As the standard form now reads, it might be claimed, for example, (and has been claimed in a case in my own practice) that if the client abandons the work when the preliminary sketches have been prepared and the working drawings and specifications proceeded with, but not completed, the architect should be paid only the one-fifth of the basic fee which accrued on the completion of the preliminary studies. This, of course, is not the intent, but a discontented client does not always consider too scrupulously the question of intent as distinguished from the question of his technical legal rights.

I FIND it helpful, also, to provide in the contract that the architect may order such changes as he considers beneficial, provided that they do not materially change the plan or add to the expense. This is an exceedingly valuable provision oft times and the client does not usually object to it.

It would not be difficult to write a book on this one question of the contract between the architect and the client. In the present space, it is impossible to do more than to sketch the highlights. It has been suggested that it might be helpful, however, if I were to append to this brief discussion a suggested condensed form of contract embodying the specific points which I have discussed and available for use in cases where a form of contract other than the standard form is desired. In preparing this form it has been my aim to make it as brief as possible.
24 Gallons . . .
a full day’s drink for Thirsty Air
supplied by this simple low-cost Humidifier

If you knew of a Humidifier that really humidified. That was no makeshift pan or untidy absorbent wick. That supplied enough moisture for dry, thirsty, radiator-heated air . . . and automatically supplied just the right amount. That even a cottage builder could afford . . .

Wouldn’t you write it into the specifications? Wouldn’t you give your clients the health protection; the immunity from colds, chapped skins, ruined furniture, that it would bring?

Here’s such a humidifier . . . the Doherty-Brehm. It evaporates the full 24 gallons a day needed by average homes on coldest days, more or less as needed. As simple in operation as an ordinary radiator, it is installed in the steam, hot water, or vapor heating system just like an ordinary radiator. Getting its heat from the regular radiator system, it evaporates more water on cold days when the air is drier, because more heat is supplied to it; and less on mild days, when less added moisture is needed for correct humidity. Thus it is fully automatic.

There’s no more to get out of order than in an ordinary radiator. No belts, fans, or motors; no noise, steam, or odor. One, centrally located, will humidify the whole house. And it acts as a radiator as well as a humidifier, actually supplying more heat than an ordinary radiator of the same radiating surface.

The illustrations and diagrams go far toward explaining it. But you’ll be interested in full information. Let us send complete literature, specifications, and data. Or a representative to explain it fully.

Doherty-Brehm Humidifier
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago

For easy payments if desired
The Doherty-Brehm Humidifier is sold through dependable heating and plumbing contractors; by CRANE branches under the Crane Budget Plan for 10% down, the balance monthly. You’ll want to tell clients whose houses are already up about it, as well as specify it in the houses you are planning.
At no greater cost than that of the small all steel vaults of other days, the banking house can now have a larger vault, built the Steelcrete way. Not only larger, but a stronger vault that within all practical limits is proof against cutting flame, fire, drill, explosives and shock— the most complete protection known to engineering science.

Steelcrete vaults protect the resources of some of the greatest financial institutions in America. Yet their cost is easily within reach of the smallest bank! Your local contractor can easily and economically construct a Steelcrete vault according to plans built to your client’s requirements. Send for the FACTS about Bank Vaults—the results of tests, and certified endorsements from bankers and architects who thoroughly investigated before selecting the Steelcrete Bank Vault System.


OTHER STEELCRETE PRODUCTS FOR SAFETY

PROTECTION of log cabins, rustic work and unseasoned woods from injurious insects is described in Farmers' Bulletin No. 1582, issued by the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.


Preventing Cracks in New Wood Floors. Leaflet No. 56 of the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. By L. V. Teesdale, senior engineer, Branch of Research, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. Price five cents.


TWENTY years ago we gave the building field a new waterproofed cement and said, “This waterproofed cement made by the Medusa Process will break down capillary attraction of the concrete or mortar and make it permanently impervious to either slow seepage of water or hydrostatic pressure.”

It was our belief that the “grinding in” of Medusa Waterproofing with cement clinker at the mill was better than using ad-mixtures on the job.

Time has proved the “Medusa Process” right. Today, waterproofing on countless jobs where Medusa Gray Portland Cement—waterproofed—or Medusa White Portland Cement—waterproofed was used, is still giving satisfactory service. Consider this record when working out specifications for waterproofing on your next job. Send and get the latest waterproofing information and specifications in our new book entitled “How to Make Good Waterproofed Concrete.”

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
1002 Engineers Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio

Manufacturer of Medusa Gray Portland Cement (Plain and Waterproofed); Medusa Waterproofing (Powder or Paste); Medusa White Portland Cement (Plain and Waterproofed); Medusa Portland Cement Paint and Medusa-Mix, the Masonry Cement.
Tests on White Paint
(Continued from page 80)
These paints stay cleaner and whiter than lead-zinc or white-lead paints. In May, 1927, a variety of experimental titanium-zinc paints were exposed. Some of these included in the pigment a mixture of titanox, zinc oxide and white lead. After nearly three years of exposure, some of these paints are showing unusually good results. A mixture of about 45 per cent titanox, 35 per cent white lead and 20 per cent zinc oxide is among the best. This paint is free from cracks, and has simply worn, by mild chalking, to a smooth, clean surface. Keeping the ratio of titanox and white lead about the same as in the paint just described, but increasing the zinc oxide to 30 per cent, resulted in a few cracks. Increasing the zinc-oxide content to 50 per cent resulted in bad cracking. Straight titanium-oxide paints, straight calcium titanox paints and straight barium titanox paints were not successful, due to excessive chalking. The liquid in these paints was 60 raw linseed oil, 20 heavy bodied linseed oil, and 20 turpentine and drier.

Ten Rules For Good Organization
Ten rules for good organization were suggested by Colonel M. C. Rorty, vice-president of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. He stated that the greatest problem of management is to safeguard and develop the human element in the upper ranges of company.
1. Definite and clean-cut responsibilities should be assigned to each executive.
2. Responsibility should always be coupled with corresponding authority.
3. No change should be made in the scope or responsibilities of a position without a definite understanding to that effect by all persons concerned.
4. No officer or employee, occupying a single position in the organization, should be subject to definite orders from more than one source.
5. Orders should never be given to subordinates over the head of a responsible officer. Rather than do this the officer in question should be supplanted.
6. Criticisms of subordinates should, whenever possible, be made privately, and not in the presence of officers or employees of equal or lower rank.
7. No dispute or difference between officers or employees as to authority or responsibilities is too trivial for prompt as well as careful adjudication.
8. Promotions, wage changes and disciplinary action should always be approved by the officer immediately superior to the one directly responsible.
9. No officer or employee should ever be required, or expected, to be at the same time an assistant to and critic of another.
10. Any officer whose work is subject to regular inspection should, whenever practicable, be given the assistance and facilities necessary to enable him to maintain an independent check of the quality of his work.

Comments “Printers Ink”: “It is interesting to note that all these rules are founded on human experience that began hundreds of years before large corporations were known. They have always been effective in developing leadership qualities.”
This stately, dignified, sculptural mass, with ornament in low relief and held within the silhouette, is a happy and complete expression that typifies precisely the spirit of our present day living and thinking. Four-Fifty Sutter Street Building is modern in every sense of the word—not only in appearance but in equipment—and part of that equipment is an ILLINOIS Heating System.

Write for Bulletins 22 and 61

ILLINOIS ENGINEERING COMPANY
ROBT. L. GIFFORD, PRES.
INCORPORATED 1900
BRANCHES AND REPRESENTATIVES IN 40 CITIES
CHICAGO
Continuous and efficient service is the result of a Kimball installation. Kimball builds Passenger Elevators that travel at speeds of one hundred to six hundred feet per minute in manual, automatic or push button operation. All Kimball machines are modern, compact, noiseless and economical to install and to operate.

KIMBALL BROS. CO.
Builders of Elevators for 46 Years
1119-27 Ninth Street
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

The Copper Alloys
(Continued from page 55)

with lead and minor percentages of other elements, and copper-nickel-zinc. All of them can be cast, rolled, drawn, machined, spun, turned, chiselled, chased and repousséd without much difficulty, though they react to these processes in slightly different ways. Some of these alloys can be forged, but the character of such forged work is fundamentally different from iron. Iron is the only metal which can be forge-welded so that no true wrought iron design can be executed properly in any other metal. Two of the copper alloys can be extruded; one is bright yellow and the other yellowish white.

Cast work is dependent upon three things: first, the characteristics of the metal in its molten state; second, the extent and nature of the filing, buffing and chasing which is to be done after casting; and finally, the character of the model. It will be evident that the nature of the model should be largely determined by the first two factors. The most important process in the foundry is the moulding. The most simple and inexpensive method is that in which the two halves of the flask are completely filled and rammèd before the model or pattern is removed. This is the only method used on the machine-moulder. If this process is to be used it should control every phase of designing and modelling. Heavy castings in the full round must be cored and castings without draft must be false cored. Very often false coring is required on work which can ill-afford the expense, due to the fact that the designer is not familiar with elementary foundry practice. The finest castings for undercut work are obtained by the lost wax process. The extent to which finishing is done after casting is determined by the hardness of the alloy, the character of the design and distance from the eye when placed.

The techniques of spinning, repoussing and chiselling have not been used to any great extent in contemporary architectural metal work. There are few craftsmen in America who are capable of executing chiselled brass and only a limited number are competent repoussé workers. Spinning has been restricted to lighting fixtures and minor articles. Turned work is very similar to turning any other material except that when there are several pieces of the same profile it is customary and most economical to cast the member first and shave off a small amount of material by turning afterward. It should be remembered whenever a wood or plaster model for turned work is inspected that it cannot have the same profile as the finished piece. The difference is very marked wherever it is necessary to thicken the model so that the metal will run freely through the mould.

When we come to the use of sheet bronze, drawn bronze and extruded bronze we are entering the field of machine production and the use of techniques which were unknown in former times. When the term "bronze" is used in referring to these materials it is used in the commercial sense, not as a metallurgist would use it. Extruded bronze is a field whose artistic possibilities have been barely tapped. Its technical limitations are definite and known, its vast possibilities for realizing forms and combinations of forms which cannot be produced by any other method ever discovered have never been exploited. (Continued on page 102)
He didn't mark it "Entrance Hall" and let it go at that...

WHERE does your job as an architect end? Is it finished when structural details are complete, or do you go further and make very definite suggestions for decoration? Many architects have decided in favor of the latter, and have won new clients and pleased old ones by so doing.

Consider the entrance hall shown here. If the architect had retired content when the walls were up, it might have suffered by inadequate decoration. By staying on the job, he made sure of a finished work that reflected nothing but credit upon his ability.

The decorative effect is based upon one of the newest Armstrong designs (Marble Inlaid No. 172). No matter what type of interior you plan, you will find some Armstrong Floor well suited to the effect you wish to create.

By specifying an Armstrong's Linoleum Floor, the architect assured himself of the client's satisfaction from a practical as well as a decorative point of view. An Armstrong Floor is easy to clean, enduring in service, and comfortable under foot.

There's a lot of usable floor information in our new file-size specification book. Sent with colorplates and samples of modern linoleum upon request. Look for us in Sweet's. Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division, Lancaster, Pa.

Armstrong's Linoleum Floors
for every room in the house

PLAIN  •  INLAID  •  EMBOSSED  •  JASPE  •  PRINTED  •  LINOTILE  •  and ARMSTRONG'S CORK TILE
Sets High Standard at Low Cost

THE wide acceptance of concrete joist floor construction among architects and engineers is significant of the economy in design, the reduction in dead load and the saving in time resulting from the high speed of construction attained.

Foremost in the field of pre-built forms for concrete joist floor construction are Meyer Steelforms—installed and removed by an organization that is equipped by experience to render the most effective cooperation to your superintendent and the contractor on the job.

CONCRETE ENGINEERING COMPANY
General Offices: Omaha, Nebraska
Sales Offices and Warehouses: New York  Chicago  Cleveland  Detroit
Chicago  Minneapolis  St. Paul  Lincoln  Des Moines  Kansas City
Wichita  St. Louis  Dallas  Houston  San Antonio  Oklahoma City
Los Angeles  Oakland  San Francisco

MEYER Steelforms
THE STANDARD
THE ORIGINAL REMOVABLE STEELFORMS FOR CONCRETE JOIST FLOOR CONSTRUCTION

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
A Few Recent Installations

Broad Street Station Bldg.
Philadelphia, Penna.
Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Arch.

Mills Building
San Francisco, Cal.
A. Terrazino, Arch.

American Bank Building
New Orleans, La.
Morrie Goldstein, Arch.

Bariton Tower
Detroit, Michigan
Bonnah & Chaffee, Arch.

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Bldgs.
Newark, New Jersey
J. H. & W. C. Ely, Arch.

One Park Avenue Building
New York City
York & Sawyer, Arch.

VITROLITE

IN BLACK AND WHITE . . . the newest decorative theme in modern toilet rooms

A NEW beauty of contrasting effects . . .
moving in design and color . . .
creating an atmosphere of great decorative appeal
and yet of unusual simplicity, is finding its way into both old and new toilet rooms in
the nation's most modern structures. For now —
VITROLITE PARTITIONS may be had
in lovely color combinations of deep black
and ivory — or pure white — clean, sanitary,
impervious to odors or stains.

This fused rock, abreast the new age in design and sanitation, is sought by architects as
the one material which, because of its adaptability, inexpensively permits of new ideas
and unusual artistic treatments.

Among the exclusive Vitrolite features will
be found 1/4" stiles — no head rail — minimum exposed metal — rigid construction —
absolute sanitation.

A brochure of black and white and colored installations, including construction details,
will be sent you upon request.

Look for the Vitrolite trade mark on every slab.

THE VITROLITE COMPANY

Room 1105
120 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois

Factory:
Parkersburg
West Virginia

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES IN U.S AND CANADA
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The full realization of this most modern and intriguing technique will only come from the master craftsman using machines as his tools, tools which he knows as intimately as he knows his pencil or his brush.

All of the foregoing is concerned with individual parts which go to make up the completed work, but before it becomes a piece of architectural metal work the parts must be assembled.

The various methods of assembling consist of: brazing and the use of soft and hard solders; riveting; screwing and bolting; and finally, in the case of extruded work, a mechanical fitting together in which no fastenings are used at all.

The problem of assembling may be divided in another way. There is the rigid assembling of parts done in the shop, the assembling of large units at the job and the fastening of the metal work to masonry or other structural material.

During all periods of fine craftsmanship the methods used to assemble the work form an integral part of the design. This, of course, requires a very thorough knowledge of the metal crafts, so that none of the work illustrated shows a perfect example of the decorative possibilities of methods of assembling; they are put together as specified with the structural basis concealed. There are many examples in existence where the screw heads and rivet heads show but, not having been placed with any knowledge of or feeling for design, they are considered indicative of inferior work, though not inferior because a screwhead is necessarily ugly. Even a casual visit to any good collection of armor and fire arms will show that screws and rivets, being placed only where they are needed, can become very decorative things, at times determining the whole ornamental scheme.

All of our metals are formed or treated at some stage by machinery; some of the elements in architectural bronze, brass, and nickel silver are not worked by hand at any stage. In planning the design of any large feature or series of features the greatest artistic results can be obtained by the intelligent intermingling of hand-made and machine-made elements.

A part of a design which occurs only once or a very few times can be more economically made by hand than by machine. Such an element should become a gem of the finest craftsmanship set in a machine-made foil. Even the most commercial projects could be embellished with metal work designed on this principle. It would be more economical than most of the metal work which is fabricated today, wherein primitive methods are required to execute work which can ill afford the expense involved. For instance the clean straight lines which we associate with modern machinery and skyscrapers can be finely and beautifully done by machine processes but very often the nature of the design makes it impossible to use the natural and economical method. What appears simple on a drawing may be very difficult to manufacture and what might seem too extravagant for the building is often more easily done than what the designer has conceived.

In this modern home, built for the Troup Brothers at Harrisburg, Pa., the Reception Hall and staircase are finished in Cardiff Green Marble.

The deep green color of Cardiff Marbles imparts an easy dignity and warmth of welcome unsurpassed by any other interior finish.
A Te-pe-co Hospital Hot-Foot Bath with Plug-Stop. An indispensable fixture in maternity wards.

Installation of Te-pe-co in the new Northwestern Hospital Operating Room, Minneapolis, Minnesota

TE-PE-CO All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures meet the exacting requirements of Hospital Plumbing. The Te-pe-co Line was designed only after exhaustive investigation and consultations with the leading surgeons and experts.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Our Guarantee: We make but one grade of ware—the best that can be produced and sell it at reasonable prices. We sell no seconds or culls. Our ware is guaranteed to be equal in quality and durability to any sanitary ware made in the world. The Te-pe-co trade mark is found on all goods manufactured by us and is your guarantee that you have received that for which you have paid.
There is no question but that the architectural profession feels that public, manufacturer and architect would be benefited by the use of such a phrase, although the Southern California Chapter feels that any slogans used by manufacturers should not imply that the architectural profession has endorsed the product.

In some cases the expression of opinion received was the thought of the executive committee of the individual Chapters; in other cases, it was the expressed opinion of those present at a regular meeting. Six Chapters passed a resolution to the effect that the Chapter was favorably inclined towards the use of such a phrase and that The American Architect be informed accordingly for such public action as it might take. The Detroit Chapter immediately got in touch with its local Producers Council; the Tennessee Chapter took the matter up with local members of the Producers Council and are receiving promises of cooperation.

A difflent note was struck by New York and Georgia. New York seemed to desire action to come from Institute headquarters rather than from individual Chapters, while Georgia hesitated to express an opinion one way or another, though the sentiment was that architects would appreciate the idea.

There is little question but that the architectural profession has suffered too much from modesty which, though a fine thing in an individual, ill befits a profession that is hemmed in on every side by those who are continually seeking to take business from it by offering services which, when analyzed, only too often indicate that the interests of the general public are being unhesitatingly sacrificed.

The architectural profession prides itself, and rightly so, on its honesty and integrity. Yet frequently this very fine ethical sense has reacted to the profession's disadvantage. In this fast moving age, the public has little time or inclination to seek out the maker of the world's best mouse trap; it expects to be told and is inclined to feel that the product or service which prints no sales arguments has none to print.

The advertising and publicity campaigns that are now being run by architectural societies or Institute Chapters are a healthy and encouraging sign that the profession is awakening to the necessity of protecting itself and the general public. Let the public once really understand that such protection is honest and sincere and that, in the long run, it costs nothing, then the architectural profession will enjoy the public esteem and patronage that it deserves.

A long step in that direction is the cooperation of manufacturers, for their own advantage, in advising prospective customers to "Consult an Architect."

---

**ICE MACHINERY**

_Frick Carbon-Dioxide Compressors furnish refrigeration for Drinking Water System, Ice-Making System, and Brine System for cooling boxes and refrigerators throughout the building._

Let us supply your requirements. Estimates gladly submitted.
DESIGNING A MODERN LIGHTING SYSTEM IN HARMONY WITH PERIOD ARCHITECTURE

Methodist Episcopal Church
Hanson Place and St. Felix St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Architects: Halsey, McCormack & Helmer, Inc.
New York

Church lighting, under ordinary circumstances, offers many problems which require careful study. The illumination of the Methodist Episcopal Church at Hanson Place in Brooklyn, New York, presented an atypically modern problem: the design of a modern lighting system in harmony with period architecture.

The architects sought a lighting scheme which would blend modern appointments with old Gothic design.

The lighting bureau of the utility supplying the electric service placed at the disposal of the architects, Halsey, McCormack and Helmer, the entire facilities of their department. The bureau made helpful suggestions regarding the location of outlets, the selection of luminaires, recessed reflectors and ceiling panels.

This service was accepted because the bureau was able to present the latest scientific achievements in the various branches of illumination involved. In accordance with the chief motif of the building as conceived by the architects, the lighting system helps to make this church an outstanding example of Gothic Architecture fitted to our modern needs.

For information about trends in lighting standards and about adequate wiring, call on the lighting bureau of your local electric service company, or write direct.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION, 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Now Made in INCH thickness

The fundamental soundness of real estate investments and the profits derived from them even in times of stress is emphasized by Arthur J. Mertzke, director of Research, National Association of Real Estate Boards. He says:

"There has been too little discrimination between the fundamental soundness of the mass of real estate assets of the country and the small minority of ill-conceived and over-developed properties which have temporarily frozen the market and resulted in deflations of excessive values.

"Uncertainty in the minds of buyers and sellers with reference to real estate conditions will cause them to defer action in the form of buying and selling, but at the same time all of the properties which would normally be bought and sold may actually be in use producing profits for their owners and may even be increasing in earning power. A falling off in the number of real estate sales is, therefore, no proof that real estate is falling in value even though there may be a considerable volume of forced sales of various kinds at prices below the real values of properties, based on the returns which these properties will produce."

WELDING instead of riveting in New York City is recommended by the Noise Abatement Commission, which urges an amendment of the Sanitary Code to limit riveting in residential districts to daylight hours.

THE Philadelphia Chapter, A. I. A., and the T-Square Club will hold their thirty-third architectural exhibition on the twenty-fourth floor of the new Architects Building, November 17th to 29th, 1930.

THE Brazil exhibit in the Pan-American architectural exhibition, held jointly with the fourth Pan-American Congress at Rio de Janeiro, has been awarded the first prize, a gold medal.

COMPETITIONS

A competition for bathrooms is being held by the Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co., Competition Committee, 106 Sixth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., with the approval of the Pittsburgh Chapter, A. I. A. There are two classes: One for the design of a bathroom suitable for houses costing not more than $15,000 to build, and the other for the design of a bathroom suitable for houses where cost is not a major consideration. The competition closes October 30, 1930. The professional advisor is Howard K. Jones, A. I. A., of Alden, Harlow & Jones. The jury of awards consists of William H. Beers, A. I. A., of Beers & Farley; Addison B. Le Bottellier, A. I. A., of Ripley & Le Bottellier; Eugene H. Klaber, A. I. A., of E. H. Klaber & E. A. Grunsfeld, Jr.; Louis C. Mullgardt, F. A. I. A., and Allison Owen, F. A. I. A., of Diboll & Owen.

THE competition for the seventh Paris prize in sculpture of the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design has resulted in Leonard Mitchell winning first place; Michael Lantz, second place; Ray Weaver, third place; George J. Sklarf, fourth place; Meredith Cramer, fifth place; and Ottavio Mastrovito, sixth place.
REALIZING its almost everlasting qualities, more and more architects and engineers are specifying cast iron soil pipe for building drainage systems, particularly tall buildings—because

of its flexibility in installation.

of its adaptability to unusual conditions without lateral stresses, made possible by the reinforced joints.

of its resistive qualities when coming in contact with sulphurous gases.

of each hub acts as an expansion joint.

it is practical to tie in Cast Iron Soil Pipe with masonry walls or tile partitions, without disastrous results.

The complete installation costs not more than an inferior one having a life only a fraction as long.

Improving the LEAD-KEYED HUB will stand any abuse, even to the illegal direct-connecting of a steam line.

The life of Cast Iron Soil Pipe is longer than any building
WITH the publication of Good Housekeeping for September, Good Housekeeping Studio of Furnishings and Decorations becomes "Good Housekeeping Studio of Architecture and Furnishings." This change marks the beginning of a new editorial service on house planning and building of a kind never before offered by a magazine of large circulation.

Helen Koues, director of Good Housekeeping Studio, will be aided in this work by a board of distinguished architects. Dwight James Baum, A.I.A., heads this board and his associates are C. Herrick Hammond, F.A.I.A., Myron Hunt, F.A.I.A. and Henry Ives Cobb Jr., A.I.A.

Under the guidance of this board the many interests and problems of building houses and gardens will be illustrated and discussed by foremost architects. The practice of good architecture, rather than the theory, will be presented. Houses actually built and being lived in will be used as subjects. Costs will be given and build-
Housekeeping Announces
KEEPING STUDIO
ARCHITECTURE AND FURNISHINGS

ing material, fixtures and equipment will be mentioned by trade name.

In short, Good Housekeeping Studio will apply to architectural design and construction the same practical method of realism by which it has been so influential and successful in creating a widespread appreciation of good taste and correct design in interior decoration. The architect and the manufacturer of building material both will be strongly supported in their efforts to teach the American family to build with beauty and for permanence.

HOUSEKEEPING
Everywoman's Magazine
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was beginning to be reduced to meet public demand, calling for larger banks of elevators. Fifth, a zoning ordinance was being agitated, proposing to limit rather drastically the height of buildings in certain cases, causing owners to consider the maximum development of their properties before it might take effect.

Up to this time the typical floor layouts persistently showed the location of the elevators along the south wall because of the fear that the property to the south might be developed to a considerable height, thus cutting out natural lighting from many floors, as well as in the desire to preserve the valuable first floor space in one unbroken area if possible.

In the two schemes of April 13, 1927, studies were made placing the elevators toward the center of the building. The plan of April 18, 1927 shows the first attempt to place the entrance exactly in the center of the Griswold Street elevation leading to an installation of six elevators. The latter plan was nevertheless abandoned because some office units were still considered too large.

The scheme of May 10, 1927 shows the first attempt to place the banks of elevators in the center of the building parallel with the line of approach from a center entrance on Griswold Street. The office units in this scheme became very satisfactory in area and shape with the entrance located where it could be made prominent as an architectural feature and the general disposition of parts compact and convenient. The plan had at last the simple and direct appearance of a real solution.

The final plan shows the manner in which the light court was reduced in length from east to west and the toilets so located that in case an adjoining development took place no valuable space or light would be lost. It was considered that in this event the middle space along the south wall would become reception or anteroom space for the offices in the southwest corner of the building. On a number of floors this space is occupied by house tanks.

When the last sketch plan calling for the development of a thirty-five story building was presented to the owners, they were at first skeptical of its wisdom as they had previously not contemplated such a limit. It was determined, therefore, to ask the advice of experts in the field of office building management. Accordingly, two series of meetings were held, attended by the owners, a number of building managers, the consulting engineers, and the architects, in the first series of which all of the schemes proposed for the development of the property from the very beginning were thoroughly discussed and analyzed. The building managers approved the proposal of the architects to construct the building to a height of thirty-five stories as the maximum economic development possible under existing conditions, and endorsed the architects' layouts with some minor changes.

---

**Daylight and Ventilation**

Turn them on or off with Victoria Venetian Blinds

THINK of having daylight at your command in controlled volume! Ventilation, too!

Noted for their simplicity of operation and mechanical excellence, Victoria Venetians are today adding comfort and beauty to hundreds of thousands of offices, nation wide. Over a period of a few short years they cost less than any other type of window equipment offering little, if any, of the advantages of these better blinds.

"Better Daylight" tells how and why. May we send you a copy?

---

THE BOSTWICK - GOODELL CO.
Blinds Since 1894
NORWALK, OHIO
Representatives in Principal Cities

---

**Victoria Venetians**

The Better Blinds
A typical Desco installation—showing the attractive effects which these high quality store fronts provide for display windows.

Where the Display Window is Important Specify—Desco Metal Store Fronts

Modern merchandising demands attractive and constantly changed display windows. To frame these varied displays, Desco Store Fronts are unusually well suited. Handsome in appearance and made of fine, lasting materials, they harmonize with any building design as well as the window display. Then, too, they are sufficiently flexible to protect the glass against abnormal wind pressure. Made in a wide variety of metals, including solid copper (plain or embossed), solid bronze in all standard finishes and aluminum alloy, Desco Store Fronts should be included in the specifications for your next building.

Detroit Show Case Co.
1670 West Fort Street Detroit, Michigan

New York City Office and Warehouse—344-346 East 32nd Street
Pacific Coast Office—450 Skinner Building, Seattle, Washington

Desco Metal Store Fronts
Architecture has become a BUSINESS as well as an art.

* The American Architect

Founded 1876

Architecture of today is big business. It requires large investments and returns large dividends. The successful architect of today is more than a designer. He is the master, in himself or through others, of the diverse applied sciences necessary to sound and economic building. And he is business-minded, demanding business-minded material in his architectural publication.

Like the buildings he creates, he may have his head in the clouds, but his feet, like their foundations, are on the ground. Common sense is his watchword, practical results, tempered with beauty, his achievement.


The senior partner in a large architectural firm writes: “Your new editorial policy and format have improved the magazine immeasurably. The business-minded articles do fulfill this need.”

Trust your own judgment and that of 7100 architects who subscribe not just to file, but to read.

* The Fastest Growing Magazine in the Architectural Field *
An example of vaulted ceilings with soffit tile one inch thick constructed and designed to correspond with the general style of the building.
ELECTRO-KABINET
(Eight Recessed Models)

No bathroom is modern without this latest improved cabinet . . . already wired . . . four electrical fixtures all serviced from one outlet box . . . adds beauty to the bathroom . . . gives better lighted mirror and the EASY, ECONOMICAL INSTALLATION saves money. You will appreciate the convenience of installation of the Electro-Kabinet and your owner will welcome its unusual beauty and the saving in bathroom construction.

Guaranteed as to Material and Workmanship
Every Electro-Kabinet is guaranteed by the manufacturers to be free from defect in material and workmanship. Mail coupon today for illustrated literature and prices.

WELDED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
18th & 17th CLEVELAND AVE., KANSAS CITY, MO.
Manufacturers of Welco Radiator Enclosures and Shields, Recessed Wall Hangers and Mirrored Cabinets, Semo Incinerators, Steel Furniture and Welders.

FREE—Mail This Coupon
Please send complete information on "Electro-Kabinet," special price list, and list of dealers.

Name ...............................................................
Address ..................................................................
Dealer  Contractor  Architect  Prospective Owner

As Seen by an Englishman

"SEEING AMERICA" is the title of an article by E. Wamsley Lewis that recently appeared in "The Builder" of London. The article contains comments on architecture and architects in America and suggestions to architectural and engineering students who plan to visit the United States. The author states that there is an unlimited fund of information to be gathered by such a visit, for unlike the conservative English, "Americans are always willing to experiment with new ideas." He contends that while the English house is "still by far the finest in the world" for the climate and mode of living in England, much can be learned from Americans in the matters of central heating and efficient planning of even small houses. The economy of planning the kitchen quarters particularly impresses Mr. Lewis and he confesses that it is something of a mystery to know how the housewives in America do all the cooking and cleansing of a whole household from one cupboard.

Ecclesiastical architecture in America he views as generally disappointing and states, "Too much reliance has been placed on earlier forms from other spheres which do not 'belong' . . . often they (the churches) are built in a style of Gothic either English or French, or mixed as the fancy please. The architecture, and the whole composition is merely an assemblage of details taken directly from books of drawings by Pugin and others, and the spirit entirely lacking owing to the fact that all the masons in America are Italians, a race that never could understand Gothic. . . . Some students, however, may be amused by them, for after having worked out complicated vaulting diagrams with much patience, they will see in America the same result aimed at by steel-framed structures all covered with imitation vaulting in fibrous plaster, or occasionally, in more ambitious schemes where steel girding can be seen being gradually covered with stones." In spite of this Mr. Lewis admits that English architects can learn much about acoustics, heating and ventilating from our church buildings.

The skyscraper is looked upon as a profitable source of research, not because of the possible application of the high building in England, but because of the highly efficient systems of construction, heating, ventilation, sanitation and "lift engineering." The visiting student is also recommended to study our office blocks, stores, hotels, blocks of apartments, railway stations and factories. In addition, this writer states that the most useful thing for the Englishman to learn is the method by which the American gets things done; the organization of the office, the systems of schedules, and the treatment of contractors and sub-contractors. A gentle hint is conveyed in the statement that slackers will not like working in America.

Mr. Lewis pays us a very nice compliment in admonishing the student visiting the United States to avoid putting American architects to any considerable inconvenience for, "The American is so kind that he will stop at no limit to assist a visitor. He is so eager to help that it is difficult not to impose merely on his generosity. . . . The American never admits that anything is (Continued on page 118)
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When you plan a modern home...

BE SURE THE HEATING PLANT IS MODERN TOO

IDEAL GAS BOILERS

- Five years from now will your homes be as modern as they are today? Will the heating plants be the modern plants of that day?
- Ideal Gas Boilers are 100% automatic and will be as modern five years from today as they are now.
- Gas rates for house heating are being steadily reduced which is one of the reasons for the tremendous popularity and growth of automatic heating that is 100% automatic.
- That is why so many successful architects insist that the homes they plan be made really modern with Ideal Gas Boilers.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY

40 West 40th Street, New York City

DIVISION OF

AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORPORATION
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NATIONAL Tube Company was the first manufacturer of Copper-Steel Pipe. In addition to being the pioneer in making Copper-Steel Pipe, this Company has contributed a large share of the research and experiments necessary to definitely establish the fact that a small amount of pure copper added to steel makes it more resistant to atmospheric corrosion. Nearly twenty years of observation, laboratory and field tests and actual service records are behind the development of NATIONAL Copper-Steel Pipe.

Time-tested and quality proven—backed by the experience and resources of the largest manufacturer of wrought tubular products in the world—NATIONAL Copper-Steel Pipe is the logical choice for all services in large buildings where the pipe is exposed to atmospheric corrosion due to alternate wet and dry conditions, particularly for soil, waste, vent lines and rain leaders.

To secure the benefit of the experience of pioneers in making this product, be sure to specify—

NATIONAL COPPER-STEEL PIPE—The Original Copper-Steel Pipe
Another Indiana School Adopts

BUCKEYE HEATOVENT
VENTILATION

MAPLE AVENUE SCHOOL, TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

Architects: George Stoner & Co., Terre Haute, Indiana
Engineers: R. A. Stuart, Terre Haute, Indiana
Heating Contractors: O'Laughlin Bros., Terre Haute, Indiana

Notice the intake openings under the windows in the picture above? That is where the fresh outdoor air is drawn into the class rooms. These openings indicate that the health of pupils and teachers has been given prime consideration by the Architect and the School Board.

In the Auditorium it is especially necessary that a sufficient volume of fresh air be supplied, for here will gather a large number of pupils. The larger the number people in a room, the greater the need for fresh, filtered, life giving air.

See the Buckeye Heatovent under the windows? This unit assures the pupils and teacher, who spend half of their waking hours in this room, of a continuous supply of fresh, blood purifying, properly warmed air.

Write for
Illustrated Bulletins
124 and 126

FRESH AIR~ FILTERED AIR~
WARMED AIR~ DIFFUSED AIR
SUPPLIED BY
BUCKEYE HEATOVENT UNITS

THE BUCKEYE BLOWER COMPANY
Main Office & Factory
400 Dublin Ave.
Columbus, Ohio
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for Schools, Churches, Hospitals, Stores, Apartments, and Homes

The architect will be quick to recognize these desirable features of Sana-bestos Floor Tiles:

- Easily and quickly laid in plastic cement by the average workman.
- Moderate in first cost with no upkeep expense.
- Not affected by acids or alkalines.
- Stains and marks of cigarettes easily removed by washing with soap and water.
- Comfortable, non-slippery, resilient surface, that will not buckle, crawl, warp, wrinkle, loosen, or turn up at the corners.
- Never wears rough or gritty, and is never affected by traffic no matter how severe.
- A variety of color tones that harmonize with any artistic layout, including black, maroon, red, brown, green. Sana-bestos tiles are also manufactured in two color marble effects (but not in light colors.)

Sana-bestos Heavy Duty Tiles

Sana-bestos Tiles for industrial use are manufactured ½ inch in thickness. They may be laid either in our special plastic cement or in concrete. When laid in concrete they can be used out of doors as well as indoors, with excellent results.

Sample tile and descriptive literature sent upon request

FRANKLYN R. MULLER, Inc.
Manufacturers of Asbestone and Sana-bestos Tiles
109 Madison St. Waukegan, Illinois

Established 1906

inconvenient for him, and he appears to grudge nothing.”

In conclusion Mr. Lewis writes, “... I had never had an architectural thrill so great as when I saw from the water for the first time the majestic masses of skyscrapers at the end of Manhattan Island. Such an experience helps to vitalize an architect’s work, his enthusiasm soars higher because of it, and even if clients are not forthcoming to provide him with exercises for the play of his powers of dramatic imagination, he will have the greater joy in creating whatever opportunity brings him.”

Smallest Theatre has Largest Mural

The Cape Cinema Playhouse, at Dennis, Cape Cod, Mass., one of the smallest theatres in America, designed by Albert Easton Poor, of the firm of Rogers & Poor, New York architects, boasts the largest mural decoration in the world. The artist, Rockwell Kent and Jo Mielziner have, with ten assistants, covered over six thousand feet of canvas for the ceiling of the theater, and for the walls upward from the wainscoting. The work occupied them steadily for five months.

The area covered by the work is more than twice that of Tintoretto’s “Paradise” in the Palace of the Doges, Venice, which held the mural record for size.

The theatre has the latest devices for acoustics, ventilation and comfort.

Not a knot in 10,000 columns

Though you personally inspected Hartmann-Sanders Koll Lock-Joint columns at the time of manufacture, you would not find a single knot in ten thousand columns. Moreover, they are correctly proportioned according to the five orders of architecture and authentically represent the periods from which they are taken. They cannot come apart, due to the Lock-Joint principle owned and developed by us.

We are equipped to execute particular architectural specifications as well as those standard in nature and invite builders and architects to send us their problems. Send for Catalog Number 48. No charge. Hartmann Sanders Co., Factory and Showroom: 2154 Elston Avenue, Chicago; Eastern Office and Showroom: Dept. W, 6 East 39th Street, New York City.

HARTMANN-SANDERS
PERGOLAS • COLONIAL ENTRANCES • KOLL COLUMNS
ROSE ARBORS • GARDEN EQUIPMENT
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23,000 feet of Insulite Acoustile applied to the office ceilings of the new Northwestern National Bank, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Architects, Graham, Anderson, Probst and White, Chicago.

INSULITE ACOUSTILE

... Architecturally Beautiful and More Uniformly Efficient than any other material

YOUR clients — they have become "noise conscious", — they are demanding the elimination of excess sound reverberations in the buildings you design for them, and they insist on architectural beauty. Of course they want both of these features secured with economy.

Insulite Acoustile is the solution of your problem. To meet the modern demands for better acoustical correction, Insulite Acoustile is now made thicker, 25% more efficient and has a more uniform sound absorbent coefficient throughout the entire frequency range than any other material. At 512 this coefficient is .37. The pictures above are convincing proof that Insulite Acoustile does add beauty — the rich, pleasing, texture of Insulite Acoustile gives it the appearance of fine tile, or it can be beautifully decorated. Made in a variety of sizes, the units can be arranged in patterns to harmonize with any architectural scheme.

And the use of Insulite Acoustile is not only economical in its first cost, but this all wood-fiber product is easy to handle and can be quickly applied to the walls or ceilings of new or old buildings.

May we send you samples and additional information about Insulite Acoustile and its efficiency in controlling sound and correcting acoustics in all types of buildings. Write today for your Insulite A. I. A. File of Specifications.

Send for Samples and File of Specifications

THE INSULITE CO.
(An Insulite-Brooks Industry)
1000 Builder's Exchange, Dept 321 MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Please send me your A. I. A. File of Specifications and Details, also sample of the new Insulite Acoustile. It is understood there is no obligation on my part.

Name
Address
City State
TO MAKE IT EASIER TO OWN A HOME

A CONFERENCE on home building and ownership was recently called by President Hoover. It is intended to find a way to make it easier for the average man or woman to obtain a house through investigating the problems of home planning, building and financing. The membership of the conference will be composed of government officials and representatives of nineteen national organizations. Particular attention will be paid to the high charges attending second mortgages and to home costs.

Concerning what is to be done, President Hoover states: "The conference will be organized by a planning committee comprised of representatives of the leading national groups interested in this field, under the chairmanship of Secretary Lamont. This planning committee will in turn set up nationwide subcommittees to determine the facts and to study the different phases of the question."

"One of the important questions is finance. The present depression has given emphasis to the fact that the credit system in home-building is not as soundly organized as other branches of credit. In order to enable the purchase of homes on what amounts to the installment plan, it is necessary to place first and, often enough, second mortgages. Second mortgages, have, if we take into account commissions, discounts, and other charges, risen in rates in many cities to the equivalent of 20 or 25 per cent per annum, all of which not only stifles home ownership, but has added to the present depression by increasing unemployment in the trades involved.

"The finance question, however, is only one of many. The expansion and betterment of homes in its bearing upon comfort, increasing standards of living, and economic and social stability, is of outstanding importance."
Over 21,000,000 Sq. Ft. of Gypsteel Gypsum Roofs are in use

Some of the Reasons

1. Fire Resistance.
2. Savings in Fuel and Heating.
3. Preventing Damage from Drip.
5. Economy—Lightness.
6. Attractive Appearance.
7. Speed of Installation.
8. Winter Work.
10. Durability and Longevity.
11. Cooler in Summer.

Some of the Architects

1. Bernard H. Prack
   The Ballinger Company, New York and Philadelphia
2. The Ballinger Company
   New Haven, Conn.
   Springfield, Mass.
4. George F. Hardy
   New York, N. Y.
5. Melvin L. King
   Syracuse, N. Y.
6. Warren B. Lewis
   Providence, R. I.
7. C. Howard Lloyd
   Harrisburg, Pa.
9. McKenzie, Voorhees & Gmelin
   New York, N. Y.
10. Monks & Johnson
    Boston, Mass.
11. F. A. Norcross
    Boston, Mass.
12. Albert Kahn
    Detroit, Mich.
    Buffalo, N. Y.
14. Starrett & Van Vleck
    New York, N. Y.
15. Hescock & Hokanson
16. Hutchins & French
    Boston, Mass.
17. Horace Trumbauer
18. Day & Zimmerman
19. J. Foster Warner
    Rochester, N. Y.

Some of the Buildings

- Western Electric
- United States Government
- American Cyanamid
- Bethlehem Steel
- Pennsylvania R. R.
- Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
- American Radiator
- General Electric
- St. Regis Paper Co.
- Youngstown Sheet & Tube
- Public Service Co. of N. J.
- City of Philadelphia
- Atlantic City Auditorium
- McCall Publishing Company

GYPSTEEL
Pre-Cast Gypsum Roofs

General Offices: Linden, N. J.
STRUCTURAL GYPSUM CORPORATION
Branch Offices in Principal Cities
On your front steps daily, you—and millions like you—eagerly seek your morning and evening paper. "What's the news?" the world insistently demands twice a day. So universal is this habit that newspaper publishing has become one of the great industries of America, accounting for One Billion, Seventy-odd Million Dollars income in 1929.

Hearst Consolidated Publications, Inc. have the largest number of readers commanded by any group of newspapers in the United States: net paid circulation, 2,563,000 daily and 1,744,000 Sunday—The American Weekly included, 5,606,000 Sunday.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New York Evening Journal</th>
<th>Established</th>
<th>1896</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Evening American</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1841-1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit Times</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco Examiner</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco Call-Bulletin</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1856-1874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Post-Enquirer</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles Examiner</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles Evening Herald</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Post-Intelligencer</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Weekly</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>1882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EARNINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Net Earnings*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>$10,009,806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>10,162,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>11,044,777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>12,854,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>$11,017,873</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*After depreciation, interest and Federal Income Tax.
Opportunity to acquire, in one investment, an ownership interest in eleven metropolitan newspapers is now made available to the general public through

Hearst Consolidated Publications, Inc.

7% Cumulative Participating
Class "A" Stock
Preferred as to assets and dividends

Application will be made to list this stock on the New York Curb, Chicago and San Francisco and Los Angeles Stock Exchanges.

Dividends payable quarterly
Price: $25 a Share

Payments may be made $5 a share down and $2 a share a month. Your installment payments will earn 7% interest from date of payment to date of certificate.

Here is an investment combining (1) dominating leadership in its field through able, enterprising, progressive management, (2) established earning power, (3) the momentum of steadily increasing volume and profits with the growth of the great metropolitan centers they serve, (4) the nationwide diversification experienced investors rightly seek, (5) ready marketability, and (6) an opportunity not only to enjoy the regular 7% dividend, but also to participate in additional profits to the extent of an extra 3%.

As this is, in conception and effect, a public participation enterprise, an order for a few shares is as welcome as a subscription for a large number. Use the coupon to obtain full information.

HEARST CONSOLIDATED PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1008A Hearst Building, San Francisco

Kindly send full details about your 7% shares.

Name ..................................................
Address ...............................................
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Be sure you have the Gold Bond Guide Books to better insulation, better plastering and greater wallboard utility in modernizing work. These books are authentic as well as comprehensive—books you really will use. And they are yours for the asking—just tell us to "send the Gold Bond Guide Books."

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
403 JACKSON BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
Camden, N. J. Chicago, Ill. Clarence Center, N. Y.
National City, Mich. Luckey, Ohio

The Builder
who wishes his edifice to be a thing of monumental beauty should use a recognized granite like Original Minnesota Pink.

The beauty of this material and the artistry of its fabrication, in both monuments and buildings, has brought it into the view of increasing millions during the many years of its usage.

NORTH STAR GRANITE CORPORATION
SAINT CLOUD, MINNESOTA

You are invited to call on our Architectural Service Dept. at any time.

KERNERATORS are not just a combination of masonry and cast iron, but scientifically designed systems built—by the pioneers of flue-fed incineration—to do a specific job.

Seventeen years of intensive study of incineration, of consistent improvement of the details of construction, have earned for Kernerator a place of leadership.

And a trained, nation-wide service organization that assists in planning Kernerator installations, that supervises their construction and personally instructs owners, insures maximum convenience in Kernerator use.

This attention to details—before, during and after installation—is a typical Kern service that is valuable to both architect and owner... It assures a lifetime effectiveness of the Kern Guarantee.

KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY
1221 NORTH WATER ST. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

They Must Be Good
To Be Where They Are!
Tablet & Ticket Directories serve 80% of the prominent office buildings in America.
We render a complete service not obtainable elsewhere—Equipment—Strip—Maintenance.
Stock models or special construction to meet every need.
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In choosing a boiler the growing tendency amongst Architects and Owners is to regard dependability as the first requisite. The growing preference for Ross Boilers implies a high degree of heating efficiency.
The New Model P332 is typical of a whole series of porcelain refrigerators with pure corkboard insulation developed by McCray out of 40 years' experience . . . especially for use in hotels and institutions. Architects, write for our new catalogs of refrigerators for all purposes.

McCray Refrigerator Sales Corporation, 61 Lake Street, Kendallville, Indiana. Salesrooms in All Principal Cities.

DOUGHERTY KITCHENS

for new READING STATION

Factors of no little importance, in the splendid service offered to the public by the newly opened North Broad Street Station, are the kitchen equipment and serving supplies installed in this superb building by DOUGHERTY.

Specified for superiority, these kitchens will endure and give complete satisfaction and service. Let our Engineering Department co-operate on your next food service job.

W. F. DOUGHERTY & SONS

Everything for The Kitchen

1009 ARCH ST. PHILADELPHIA

CRITTALL CASEMENTS

Offered in three complete lines—Stanwin, Norman and Universal—Crittall Casements are available in a wide range of standardized types and designs or custom-built to the architect's sizes and specifications. See our catalog in Sweet's—pages A1131 to A1200—for details and complete information.

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW CO.

10923 Hern Ave.

INTER-COMM-PHONE SYSTEM

The Stromberg-Carlson Inter-Comm-Phone System is satisfying the service demands of offices, factories, and large residences where simultaneous conversations are necessary, but where the volume of traffic is not large enough for a switchboard system and a paid operator.

Easy to operate, cuts down useless running around, speeds production and increases efficiency. Made by a firm with more than thirty-five years' experience.

Write for literature describing Stromberg-Carlson Telephone and Radio apparatus and trade discounts.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co.

Stromberg-Carlson

10923 Hern Ave.
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The building of fine switchboards and cooperating in the engineering of them has been an activity for nearly a half century, bringing to unquestioned leadership in this work.

For instance, a great many government buildings have selected equipment, a mark of approval important to commercial buildings in selecting theirs. Either live, deadface or remote control switchboards for all purposes are capably built by FA.

Send for estimates or talk to an FA man near you. A country-wide service of experienced men await your call.

Frank Adam
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST. LOUIS
Rambusch is pleased to express its appreciation for the continued confidence shown in its craftsmanship by the architect, Thomas W. Lamb, under whose direction Rambusch decorated Loew’s 175th Street Theatre.

BANKS

CHURCHES

CLUBS

SYNAGOGUES

Established Forty Years

“RED METAL” (Solid Bronze)
“GIANT METAL” (Phosphor Bronze)
AND STEEL (Cold Rolled)

SASH CHAINS

For Economy and Satisfaction Use

SASH CHAINS

Manufactured by

THE SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

ORIGINATORS OF SASH CHAIN


THE CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

The Cutler Mail Chute

In its perfected form is the outcome of long experience, and is designed to meet the requirements of public use under Postoffice Regulation. It is simple and substantial in design and construction, durable in finish, and has an Architectural quality which is appreciated and much commended by Architects.

Full information, details, and specifications on request.

THE CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Heating and Ventilating Units

You can specify PeerVent Units with complete confidence. They are positively silent in operation, highly efficient, and dependable. Peerless Units built eighteen years ago are still giving perfect satisfaction. The latest PeerVent is improved throughout—better radiator, better motor, better fans, and better controls.

PEERLESS UNIT VENTILATION CO., Inc.
Pioneers in Unit Ventilation
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

Resident Engineers in Principal Cities from Coast to Coast
A MONUMENT TO MODERN METHODS

IN Cincinnati, on a lot that originally sold for eight dollars, a fourteen million dollar structure is rearing its 47 stories upward toward the clouds.

Embodying every advance of architectural and engineering science, this magnificent building will stand as a monument to the modern progress of America.

Playing an important part in this progress—enabling the successful development of plans—is American Steel & Wire Company Wire Fabric (the steel backbone of concrete).

Recognized as the most efficient and economical means of concrete reinforcement, this product is in general use throughout the nation. An evidence of interest on your part will bring detailed information and literature.

Wire Fabric being laid on floors of Carew Tower


Triangle Mesh Wire Fabric Reinforcement. Furnished in rolls or sheets.
Electric Weld Wire Fabric Reinforcement. Furnished in rolls or sheets.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
208 S. La Salle Street, Chicago
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<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Tube Co.</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Star Granite Corp.</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otis Elevator Co.</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Steel Boiler Corp.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless Unit Ventilation Co., Inc.</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement Association</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail Steel Bar Association</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rambusch Decorating Co.</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Concrete Pipe Co.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruberoid Co., The</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargent &amp; Co.</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith &amp; Egge Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil Pipe Association</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Gypsum Corp.</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet &amp; Ticket Co.</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorp Fire Proof Door Co., Second Cover</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton Pottery Co., The</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Co.</td>
<td>Back Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Atlas Cement Co.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Gypsum Co.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Ozone Co. of America</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont Marble Co.</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrolite Co.</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Webster &amp; Co.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welded Products Corp.</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Electric Co.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westinghouse Lamp Co.</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown Sheet &amp; Tube Co.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**UNITED STATES OZONE COMPANY of AMERICA**  
SCOTTDALE, PA.

OZONE AND ELECTROLYTIC WATER STERILIZERS  
OZONE AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT  
INDUSTRIAL OZONIZERS

We shall be glad to send you Complete Information and Engineering Data.
For homes and smaller buildings
—the NEW
Kewanee STEEL BOILER

The Type "R" Kewanee was specially designed, engineered and built to meet the ever growing demand for a steel boiler for heating homes and smaller buildings.

All that sturdiness of material; correctness of design; and skilled care in manufacturing—which for forty years has marked Kewanee Boilers as the Leaders—will be found in Type "R."

**These Features Mean Greater Boiler Value**

- A bigger, higher combustion chamber.
- A Crown Sheet that is Right-Side-Up.
- Long two-pass travel of the gases through the flues.
- More generous steam space.
- And: Sturdier construction of thick, high quality steel boiler plate made into one homogeneous piece which adds years to the boiler's life.

Tapped for Excelso Water Heater

Kewanee Boiler Corporation
division of American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation
KEWANEE, ILLINOIS
MEMBER OF STEEL HEATING BOILER INSTITUTE
Branches in Principal Cities
MAKE STORE-TOURING EASY

UPPER Floors of Department Stores can today be given their full value by the proper number, grouping and design of Elevators, Escalators and Gravity Package Conveyors.

Adequate store transportation is a scientific problem which we can help you solve.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
The world's most modern and most attractive partitions were selected for all interior subdividing in the world's tallest and most modern building. Hauserman Partitions always go hand in hand with the best taste in architecture and interior subdivision.

Hauserman Movable Steel Partitions assure flexible layout arrangements and provide permanently modern, permanently attractive interiors. They serve well and look well as long as a building stands.

Send for valuable free book!

"Office Planning Studies" is a valuable collection of Architects' drawings suggesting efficient layouts and attractive office arrangements. Send for your free copy TODAY!

Move Hauserman Partitions as often as you like... the business setting they provide will always be as new, as practical, as modern and attractive as next year's car.

The owners and designers of the ultra-modern Chrysler Building selected Hauserman Partitions to provide utmost flexibility and permanent attraction of the building's interior. William Van Alen, Architect; Fred T. Ley & Company, Builders.
Bank of Manhattan Building
40 WALL STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Completely Equipped with Tyler Elevator Cars and Entrances

The Bank of Manhattan Building, 40 Wall Street, is the tallest office building in the world with one exception.

Thousands of people will make this their business home and millions will visit the building ... These millions will be impressed by the beauty and attractiveness of the Tyler Elevator Cars and Entrances.

THE TYLER COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio
New York · Chicago · Boston
Detroit · Philadelphia · Atlanta

Elevator Cars and Entrances